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Chapter One

I'm so sorry
THE PLAYGROUND SEEMED SO DESOLATE, IT SEEMED SO
empty and dull, nearly scary. The wind made the
swings move up and down and the seesaw creek.
The gentle rain tipper-tapped onto the window, I
sat watching the drops run down the window and
onto the windowpane. I was in a dreamland, but
there was no dream, no dream at all, my mind was
blank, and felt like the empty playground. I was not
a happy person, and I needed to change, I needed
to try and look up, instead of out.

"What are you doing?" my teacher asked.
"Nothing, Miss, nothing," I replied. I was back in

the real world now; I remembered what I'd been
doing, before I wandered off. I'd been exchanging
notes, as I'd found it so hard to concentrate.

"Are you writing notes, let's have a look," she
said, picking up the overturned piece of paper lying
on my desk.
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"No, please!" I said, but she started to read it
aloud anyway.

"What's wrong?"
"Nothing."
"Yes there is."
"OK, I'll tell you, I  have got ..." She stopped,

looked up at me and carefully whispered the next
word ... "Cancer."

She stopped reading, and looked at me, the
class was silent. She handed meback the piece of
paper, as she did this I ran out of the room trying to
hold in my tears, but I couldn't. Flow could Mrs
Landport be so horrible, she just read my life out to
the class, I didn't want anyone to know, no one,
not even Jonna, but she wouldn't stop pestering
me, so I thought it'd be best to tell her.

I sat on the floor of the school toilets crying, my
hands over my face, and my knees supporting me.
What was I going to do, I  couldn't exactly face
everyone, could I?

The door slid open, and Mrs Landport walked
in. Closing the door firmly behind her.

It was silent for about one or two minutes as she
sat down on the floor next to me, put her arm
around me and said, "I'm sorry." Nothing to it, it
was just a sorry, why was she saying sorry anyway?
Because I had it, or because she'd read the note? I
wasn't sure what to say, so I didn't.
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I just sat crying, and about two minutes later
said, "Help me." She looked at me and I looked at
her. It was the first time I'd ever seen a nice side to
Mrs Landport, she was always so angry and
annoyed at me, but it was different now, she
seemed so motherly and caring. I just hugged her.
It felt so good, knowing someone cared, and I
know people can't care if they don't know, but it
was the telling them that was so difficult.

"Do you want to come back to class?" she asked
me.

"No thanks, I think I'll just sit here."
"OK, but do you want me to get Jonna for you?"
"No, no...no thanks," I said, rushed.
"Is it OK if I leave then?"
"Yeah," I replied.
She stood up, didn't turn back, just went

towards the door. "Wait," I  called. She turned
around. "Thank you," I said. She smiled at me, and
did a small sort of laugh.

"Any time, you know where I am, OK?"
"Yes." And at that she left.

I knew I had to face up to everybody sometime, so I
thought it might as well be now. It was break, and
I'd promised Marjorie I'd lend her some money. So
I got up off the floor and went to the hall. I felt hot,
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and red, but I wasn't. I'd checked before I'd left the
toilet for tear marks, I must have just been nervous.

I spotted Marjorie, so I walked over, pulling my
hand out of my jeans pocket and handed her 25
pence.

"Thank you," she said. She's not in my history
class, so doesn't know about what had happened,
unless she'd heard from someone.

"You're welcome," I replied.
"Are you OK?" she asked.
"Fine. Why do you think otherwise?"
"Oh, it's just you look like you have been

crying," she said.
"No, I'm just tired."
"Cool." She smiled.
I could see Jonna coming towards me, but

instead I started towards her, as I didn't want to
discuss what had happened in public.

"Hi," she said. We were in the cloakrooms now.
She sat down on the bench; I sat down opposite
her.

"Hi," I replied.
"I'm so sorry." She started to cry, I got up and

hugged her. "How serious is it?" she asked.
"It's quite bad," I said, trying to sound strong.
"How long have you known?"
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"I've had it for a year or so, but have only known
for a couple of months, but it kept on getting better
and then worse again, so I  didn't want to say
anything unless I was wrong."

"Thank you," she said.
"For what?"
"For telling me. I'm here for you all the way,

OK?"
"Thanks. You won't tell anyone, will you?"
"Of course not, not unless you want me to," she

replied.
"No, I just want this to be between you and me."
"OK, but half the class know."
"Yeah?"
"Well, what are you going to do about that?"
"I don't know, I think I just won't bring it up and

hope they forget."
"Fair enough, but they might talk, you know,

twist the tale."
"I know, but all I can do is ignore it," I said.
"I'm with you on that one."
"Thanks, but we'd better go, it's maths!"
"Oh joy!" she huffed sarcastically.
"You're telling me," I agreed.
"See ya!"
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I was really quite surprised how nice everyone
was ... No one was so mean as to spread anything,
or at least so I think. Miss must have told them to
keep it to themselves or something; otherwise it
would be all the way around school by now.

Jonna and Mrs Landport have been great, Mrs
Landport in particular, she has just been there, like
an extra mother. I am not saying that Jonna hasn't
been great, because she has, just not in the same
way, it was almost like I had to comfort her and
help her, and isn't it meant to be the other way
around? She asks so many questions; most, which I
don't even know the answers to myself.

But Mrs Landport was just there, she knew when
I was sad, and would just hug me and tell me that
everything would be OK ... I felt so much better, I
really did, it was like she really understood me, and
not just understood like any old person, she really
understood. Sometimes I even wonder whether
she had gone through the same sort of thing, I
mean she seemed to know exactly how I  felt.
Sometimes all one needs when one feels sad is a
hug, not a load of questions, just a hug ... A hug
can mean a lot, and that is exactly what it did.

$ 1 1 S
I usually walk home alone, down the main road,
into a small cycle path, then a left turn, and my
house is on the right. But today was different. I'd
left school and was halfway down the main road
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when this guy Sam came running up from behind
me.

"Hiya" he said, a little breathless. Sam is a guy
from school, he's in my year and class (i.e.
History). I'd never really spoken to him before, I
mean he's in the popular gang, who I don't really
talk to, and when I do, it is only to respond to
something mean they just said to me.

But today was different.
"Hi," I replied.
"How are you?" he asked.
"Fine ... I suppose," I replied, a little stunned.

"Since when have you wanted to talk to me?"
"Since whenever, I just wanted to say `Hi'."
"Yeah, I figured, but why?"
"Can't I say 'Hi' without you being shocked and

criticising me?"
"You've never wanted to talk to me before. Why

now? I don't want sympathy, if that's what you
think!"

"I'm just trying to be friendly, but in future I
won't." He started off quickly, and did not look
back.

"No, wait," I said.
"What?" He stopped and turned around.
"I'm sorry, it's just I didn't exactly plan having

the whole class know about my illness."
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"I know, it can't be easy, I'm sorry, but I honestly
don't just want to talk to you because you are
unwell, I wanted to apologise that I haven't been
very nice, and I was hoping we could be friends."

"You're kidding, right?"
"No."
"Thank you," I said, stunned.
"You're welcome," he said, and I carried on

walking, with him at my side.
I live in a small house, on the corner of Sunnfield

Avenue. It's a nice street; it's one of those streets
where everyone knows everyone. I've got a couple
of friends on it, but not many.

When I got home I went straight to my bedroom,
my parents were both out at work, and my brother
was at his girlfriend's. I  wasn't hungry, so just
decided to go upstairs.

I sat down at my desk, put on a little Lauren Hill
... and just sat there; did nothing, just sat there,
thinking of — don't know, really, I suppose I had a
lot to think about. So I took out my diary and
started to write a little:

bear Diary,
Today wasn't great, everyone found out that
I  have got cancer ... You wanna know how?
Mrs Landport read out a note (I'd written to
Jonna) to the class ... How tight can you get?
But it's weird because Mrs Landport's been
wonderful ... better than anyone has, she
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totally understands, and has been really
good, it's great, but I still wish that my
class didn't know.
You'll never guess who came running up to me
after school. Sam, you know, Sam from the
popular gang, he just started to talk to me,
he knows I have cancer, and I thought he
was just talking to me because of it but
actually he was just being friendly, but I
still reckon that's what triggered him to
come and talk to me. He's really sweet, quite
fit too, but I'm not saying I fancy him, I
barely know the guy ... YET!
See ya, Vada.

I closed my diary and placed i t  under my
pillow ... I'm not quite sure why I put it there, it's
not like anyone in my family would read it, it's just I
feel happy knowing it's there. It's like putting
something difficult away, for the pillow to resolve
and take care of, and I suppose that's what my
diary was, a load of questions, with no answers.

To be honest I'm scared, what if I don't get
through this cancer, I don't want to die, I really
don't. What I find so hard is that everyone expects
me to be so brave, but it's really hard, it's really
hard.

"Hi," my Mum called, "I'm home."
"Hi," I shouted back. I ran down the stairs to see

her.
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Me and my Mum are like best friends, I tell her
everything, and I  mean everything ... anything
from guys to just plain old life., And she always
seems to be able to help. I love her so much.

"How was your day?" she asked.
"Interesting," I replied.
"What do you mean?"
"My whole class found out I've got cancer, Mum,

including Mrs Landport." At this point I burst into
tears. She came over and hugged me (there it goes
again, a hug can be all you need to make you feel
tons better.)

"How?" she asked.
"I was writing a note to Jonna, telling her, and

Mrs Landport found out, and without realising read
it out to the class," I explained.

"Oh Vada," she said, "what did people say?"
"Nothing," I  said. "You'll never believe

though ... ," and I explained to her about Sam. My
Mum was a bit like a diary, come to think of it.
She'd be my page to tell things to, and the page
helps, just by letting you off-load your problems or
worries onto it.

Today was Thursday, which was the day I go to the
hospital for a check up. My doctor is Dr Roads.
He's very nice, very reassuring, sometimes nearly
too reassuring.
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"Ready to go?" Mum shouted.
"Yeah, just coming," I said, running down the

stairs ... going outside and getting into the car. The
hospital was about 25 minutes away, it wasn't the
normal hospital, it is a special hospital for lung
cancer patients ... It is even worse than a normal
hospital, by the smell and feel of it, I mean. You'd
know as soon as you step inside the building that
there were people you'd pass in there who'd got
cancer like you ... but it's how many times you'll
be passing them, which I 'd always be asking
myself.

My name was called and I got up out of my chair,
placed the 'SHE' magazine on the table, and
followed my Mum into Dr Roads' office. His office
was small, but open. His desk was at the back, by
the window; to your left was a bookshelf, and two
chairs for us to sit on. To your right was a filing
cabinet, a notice board and a small cupboard. I'd
always wonder what was .in that cupboard, I'd had
a dream once, all black, but then at the back of my
dream was his cupboard, and out of it I came. But I
didn't become bigger while walking forwards, it
was like I couldn't, like I was never going to get out
of the black hole ... and was never going to get
better.

"How are you doing?" Dr Roads asked, smiling.
"OK, I suppose."
"Well, there's been some good news, we've got

your results back and it seems like your tumour is
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shrinking. But we can't get too chuffed yet, as
tumours can often do this, and then stop shrinking,
and grow again. But it's a  sign that you are
definitely on the mend." Dr Roads had a tendency
to explain things to me very well, I really liked that,
as sometimes I  got quite scared going to the
hospital, and would just switch off, so I really liked
it, that he made everything so clear to me. It was
great.

"So you think I'm going to be OK?"
"Well, let's not get too excited yet, it's only been

two months."
What did he mean by that? That there was tons

left? Oh well, I  suppose it's just one of those
comments, but I suppose it's quite true.

We talked for about 15 minutes — well, my Mum
did a lot of the talking, but I talked a little too. We
talked as positively as we could, and tried to keep
away from the subject of me having any treatment,
even though I knew I'd have to one day. That was
something I feared most ... losing my hair.

"Well, that went better, did it not?" Mum asked.
"I suppose," I said, and Mum moved forward,

and held me tight for several minutes.
I went to school a bit later that afternoon, Jonna

and Mrs Landport were the only ones who'd
known where I had been, and asked how it had
gone.
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I don't really like to say much because each
week the doctor says something else. One week it's
"your tumour is growing," the next week, "it's
shrinking". And then the next week it's, "you're on
the mend, but just don't get too hopeful yet". It is
so annoying, I  mean it always changes, I  don't
really say to anyone what he has said this week, as
the next, it will have changed. And then I would
have to explain that I was worse again, and I wasn't
very good at doing that. So I usually just say that it
went OK.
• When I got home after school, I made myself a
snack, sat down in the living room, and saw some
telly, and then Jonna called.

"Hi," she said, "howz life with Vada?"
"Fine, I'm tired, but fine."
"Cool, ... what are you doing tomorrow?" she

asked.
"Not much, why?"
"Do you wanna come and stay the night?"
"Yeah, sure ... " I said.
"Cool, what do you wanna do?" She asked.
"I don't know ... we could hire a  fi lm o r

something like that?"
"Great, I will see you tomorrow then."
"OK, see ya," I said, ending that call.
I wasn't sure why I was so nervous, but I was. I

suppose I was just nervous of how it would be, as I
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hadn't talked to her much, and I hadn't stayed the
night at her's since she had found out about my
cancer. I hoped it wouldn't be awkward.
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Chapter Two

For all who love me

I RANG THE BELL, AND JONNA'S MUM CAME TO THE
door.

"Ah, hi Vada, how are you?" she asked kindly.
"Fine, umm, Jonna should be expecting me."
"Yes, of course ... I'll just call her ... come on

in." But before either of us had time to do anything,
Jonna came running down the stairs, half out of
breath, and repeatedly saying "Hi, hi, come on
up."

She was smiling so much it was nearly like she
had slept with a coat hanger in her mouth.

"Why are you looking so happy?" I  asked,
smiling slightly myself.

"You're going to love me Vada!"
"What, what have you done?!" I sighed.
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"Ah! you are so going to love me!"
"Just tell me!" I  squealed ... now up in her

bedroom.
"You know Matt, well, he fancies you, and wants

to go out with you ... How cool is that!?"
Matt is this guy in my class who I had fancied for

several months, until last week. I have to be honest
and admit that since Sam came up to me, my
feelings towards him had started to grow, and I
think I fancy him!

"Did you tell him that I liked him?" I asked.
"Well, not exactly. He told me that he liked you,

and then I told him that you felt the same way.
Aren't you pleased?" she answered, looking a bit
worried.

"I am pleased that you tried but ... Actually,
thank you."

"So you'll go out with him?"
"Ok," I said unsure.
"Great, I'll call him now."
I didn't want to go out with him, I didn't even

fancy him any longer, but I could tell how hard
Jonna had tried, so I didn't want to upset her. And
telling her the truth would mean that I would have
to explain how I liked Sam, which I didn't want
anyone to know.

About a year ago, we made a promise to each
other that we would never fancy any of the popular
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gang. Sam was in that gang, and I knew that if I
were to tell her, she was bound to kill me. The thing
was that Sam was so different, I have to give him
some credit, he did come and apologise to me. Plus
she had made such an effort to get Matt and me
together, that I was nervous of saying I didn't like
him anymore. But she should have consulted me
before telling him that I'd liked him, but I suppose
that she wasn't to know, but she did break our
promise! But on the other hand, so had I, just a
different promise. But I can't change how I feel.
Feelings are feelings for crying out loud; there isn't
anything I can do. They are like people, who do
what they want, and go their own way in life, and
there is nothing you can do to stop them.

"No, please don't call him, I'll just speak to him
on Monday, plus I would like to talk to him alone,
no offence or anything."

"OK, that's fair enough, but you are pleased,
right?"

I nodded, feeling really guilty, what was I going
to say to her for the rest of the evening, I mean,
come on, all that she is going to want to talk about
is Matt!

We had supper, and saw 'Romeo and Juliet'. I
love that film, it is so beautiful, I had loved listening
to the way the words flowed like poetry, one of my
many dreams is to be in a production of 'Romeo
and Juliet', I would love to be Juliet...
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We talked for ages after that, well, actually, she
did most of the talking, but it was OK, she didn't
just talk about Matt.

The next morning we went to town, and you'll
never believe whom we bumped into? ... Sam. It
wasn't as awkward as I had thought it would be, I
just smiled at him, hoping Jonna didn't notice. He
smiled back at me, it was really cool. I wondered
whether he liked me ... Nope! Impossible! I was
unfanciable, I mean the only boyfriend I have ever
had lasted two weeks at the most, and I was only
twelve years old! I get so jealous of the sorts of
people who just go from one guy to the next. I don't
think I would like to be popular, some popular
people are pretty nasty, and look down on
others ... I don't think I would like to be someone
like that. But some popular people are nice; some
are friendly to everyone, like Sam. I also have a
friend called Claudia who I have known since first
school, she is really popular, but is one of my best
friends, she doesn't look down on me because I am
not in the in gang. She is really cool.

I didn't buy anything in town other than some
cardboard so I could make Mrs Landport a card, as
I wanted to thank her for always being there for me.
I have always thought that bought cards don't
usually have much feeling; I like to make my cards,
they are then much more just from me. Because if
you think about it, loads of other people get that
same card, and then it isn't really that personal,
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and then you wouldn't feel that special. But when a
card is hand-made, it's the only one of its kind.

Anyway, moving on ...
When I got home that evening, I wrote a little in

my diary, saw some telly and then made the card
for Mrs Landport. This is what I wrote:

Dear Mrs Landport.
I  hope that you are well. I am OK; I  am
coping at least. I want to thank you for your
wonderful support. I know it has only been a
few days since you found out about me
having cancer, but you have been so cool
about it all, so THANK YOU!
I  don't mean to be rude, but I was
wondering whether you had experienced
cancer in any way, it's just you seem to
really understand, more than anyone, so
again ... Thanks.
I  hope this letter doesn't seem too weird
and out of the blue, because I am writing it
so suddenly. But thank you, for everything.

Love Vada
On the front of the card I had painted a picture with
my acrylic paints, that I had been given by my Mum
a little while ago. I loved to paint, abstract mostly. I
loved how I  could express exactly how I  felt,
without an explanation or telling people how I felt. I
loved the textures, and the colours and the
different lines. I loved to pull my fingers across the
painting, with my eyes firmly closed, feeling the
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different textures, and thinking about things they
resembled. I sat hoping that I would always be able
to do so.

I gave the card to Mrs Landport on the Monday. I
gave it to her in history, but asked her not to open it
until I had gone. She smiled at me and said 'of
course', while placing it carefully in her drawer,
closing it firmly, and repeatedly saying 'thank you'.

At break, Sam came up to me and asked me how
I was, which was a nice surprise, especially because
of what I had been feeling about him lately ... You
know?

"Hiya, how are you doing?" he asked.
"Fine, and yourself?" It seemed to be one of

those conversations that  really wasn't a
conversation at all.

"Me, oh, I'm fine ... " Before he could finish,
Eddy, Phil, Eric, Samantha, and Louise came
running up to us, and crowded around us ...

"What are you doing talking to her?" Eddy said,
putting an accent on the 'her'.

When he said this, I just expected Sam to agree,
and walk off, but I was really quite wrong.

"I'm just being friendly, unlike you!" Sam
answered.

"Oooh ... am I meant to be scared?"
"No," he said, "you're not, but I'm just being

friendly, and if you've got a problem with that, I
suggest you get lost!"
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They all went, talking amongst themselves ...
Didn't look back. By the way they acted, you'd
really think they were scared, you never know,
maybe they were.

"Wow," I said. I know it sounds stupid, but I
didn't know what else to say. "Thank you."

"For what?" he replied.
"For sticking up for me ... "
"You're welcome," he said. "I'm not scared of

them, anyway they're horrible!" I just smiled.
"Can I call you some time?" he asked.
What did that mean? But I answered anyway.
"Sure."
He got out a piece of paper and wrote my phone

number out.
"Cheers," he said. "Are you in tonight?"
"Yes ... "
"OK, I'll call you tonight, yeah?"
"Sure," I replied.
"See ya," he said.
"Bye!" I said back. And I went to find Jonna.
I had to tell her, I  had to, this was too big,

anyway, did he count as a popular guy now? I
don't think so! I decided I was going to tell her, so I
went off to find her.
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"There you are," I said to Jonna. "I have been
looking for you everywhere." She was in the
classroom.

"Well, you've found me now."
"Yep, I need to tell you something."
"What, are you OK?" she asked worriedly.
"Yeah, I'm fine, honest."
"Well, go on then."
"You're gonna be so angry with me, though ... "
"Just tell me, I won't be angry."
"Well, you know that promise that we made to

each other ages ago, you remember? We promised
to n o t  fancy anybody f rom t h e  popular
gang ... well, I know you'll never believe it, but I
fancy Sam." I  paused and then went on, "I'm
sorry ... but I thought it was best you knew, plus I
have been dying to tell you ... "

"Oh, Vada, why would I be angry? You can't
help the way that you feel for someone, but why
him? And what about Matt?"

"Well that's the thing, Sam came and talked to
me after school one day and apologised, and today
he stuck up for me, while his friends were being
tight."

"That's so cool, does he fancy you?"
"I don't know, but he asked for my number and

he's calling me tonight."
"But what about Matt?"
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" I am sorry, I just don't fancy him."
"So you don't wanna go out with him?"
"I am afraid not"
"Oh, I am such an idiot, I should have talked to

you first before I went and told him that you liked
him! I am so sorry."

"No, I am sorry."
"No, I am sorry!"
This went on for a little while, but then I just

hugged her and said. "Shhh, you were trying to
help, just relax, it's.OK — OK?!"

"Yeah, OK, thank you for telling me though."
"You're welcome. I'll have to call you after I

have talked to him tonight."
"You're telling me. You'll have to fill me in on

everything!"
"Of course!"
"What are you gonna do about Matt? Would

you like me to talk to him for you?"
"No, its OK, I will talk to him ... that's the least I

can do."
Everything felt so much better after telling her

the truth. I hated it how it was before, I felt like I
couldn't talk to her about things that were really
important. But I suppose she and I both needed a
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little time to get used to the idea of me having
cancer ... But luckily the dust was slowly settling.

I spoke to Matt later that morning, and explained
why I couldn't go out with him. It went OK, even
though he looked really hurt. I t  is a shame he
hadn't told me earlier that he liked me...because I
could have then actually been with him for a
while ... You know ... before I started to like Sam.
I felt a lot better knowing that he knew, anyway it
was important that he knew the truth, otherwise
he'd end up being more hurt than now.

After school, I  stopped i n  o u r  nearest
newsagent ... Lots of people from school were in
there, m a n y  t h a t  w e r e  j u s t  p l a i n
troublemakers ... so I just ignored them. I bought a
magazine, a Diet Coke and a packet of (Orbit)
gum. While I walked home I flicked slowly through
my magazine, carefully noticing every heading. I
stopped as I came to one of the headings. It was
about cancer, so I read out the heading to myself:
"Could you have cancer?" I closed the magazine
firmly (not that you could with a magazine), rolled
it up in my hand and thought to myself how
horrible a title it was. I mean everyone who reads
the magazine would get really worried, even if they
just read the title! They are not the ones who have
to worry; they aren't landed with it! What in the
world do the writers of this magazine know about
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how it is to have cancer ... hmm? I am the one who
should be worrying; I am the one who is worrying!

Every time I think about how I could die, I just
want to curl up and cry until there-aren't any tears
left to cry with. The thought of leaving everything I
love, the thought of leaving everything around me,
just simple things ... everything that we take for
granted, the grass, the trees, just simple things like
that. Whoever made all these things (and I am not
going to even try and go into that now) put a lot of
effort into it all, and we just ignore it ... (apart from
the few tree lovers there are!). We shouldn't ignore
these things. Think of all those people who cannot
even see the grass, as they sit on it at break. Think
of all the people who cannot even feel the grass,
who cannot hear t h e  birds s ing i n  t h e
morning ... And those who cannot even be here
anymore.

From then on I remembered how amazing all of
the things around me were. When I sat on the
grassy field at break, I didn't complain about how I
might get a grass stain, I just sat there, running my
fingers through the grass ... And listening to the
birds sing out their little hearts. I just hoped that I
would never have to leave it.

When I got home I sat down at my desk, pulled
out my diary and started to write.

Dear Diary,
Today was pretty cool really. Sam came and
talked to me at break. His friends took the
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mickey out of him and me, and you'll never
believe what he did. He stuck up for me. I t
was really cool. He asked me for my phone
number and everything. He is gonna call me
tonight, how cool is that? I  certainly think
that's cool!
I  gave a card that I  had made to Mrs
Landport, and she was really cool about it.
Later this afternoon I  bought a magazine,
which wasn't a great move. I  was flicking
through it, when I  came across an article on
cancer; the title was 'Could you have cancer'.
I  wanted to just cry when I saw this, I  mean
it's not a very comfortable thought for all
those people who read it. Plus they don't
have anything to worry about, do they? I  am
the one worrying.
I  am going to try not to take things for
granted, as there is so much to be grateful
for ... wish me luck, and I  will let you know
how I go.
See Ya, Vada

I closed my diary and again placed it underneath
my pillow. I got up out of my chair and went to talk
to Mum. She was in the kitchen, getting dinner
prepared. I offered to lay the table.

"Yes please." She said.
"Mum?" I said, taking the knives and forks out of

the drawer, counting carefully. "I'm scared."
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"Vada, my dear, of what?" she asked me,
placing the wooden spoon down onto the kitchen
surface by the stove, and coming forward to me.

"A lot," I answered ... "What if I die?"
"Oh Vada, Vada, come here," she said, and I

moved forward, clutching the cutlery. She hugged
me. "Honey, you won't, you won't ... you have to
believe in that."

"But what if I do? ... Do you reckon there is a
heaven? Or do you think I will just lie in a coffin?"

"No, I think there is a heaven, ... I do, Vada"
"What do you think it is like?"
"I think it is beautiful. And no one is ever hurt or

upset ... Everyone is really happy."
"Do you wanna know what I reckon it is like?"
"What?" We were now sitting down.
"I reckon everyone is an angel, and all the angels

have one person on earth that they watch over. I
think that everyone is happy all of the time and no
one is sick or tired. I reckon it is exactly how it
sounds ... heaven," I explained.

"That is wonderful Vada. Whatever people say
to you, believe in that, because I think you are
right."

"Thank you Mum. I hope that I don't die. But if I
do, then I don't have to be too scared, do I?"

"Yes, you're right ... Oh, and Vada," she said as
I was turning away, "I love you".
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"Same," I agreed.

14
Later that evening, after supper, I was sitting on my
bed, and I  just couldn't stop crying. I  really
couldn't, my tears were flowing like a river that
wouldn't stop. I  cried silently to myself, but then I
shouted. I  shouted so loudly. I  was shouting at
God.

"What did I  do?!" At that point Mum came
running into my room from downstairs. It was
8:32pm, or so my clock said, she had been
watching some wildlife programme with Dad.

"What is it, Vada?" she asked, worried.
"I didn't do anything to deserve this!" I

screamed.
"It's not about deserving something, it is just

something unfortunate that happens, you can't
help it, there is nothing you can do. Sometimes
God can't even help things, but he can help you
fight, he can be there for you and that is what you
have to try and do, fight it!"

"But I just don't get it, Mum ... " My tears were
still flowing, but I had calmed down a little now. "I
mean, I don't deserve to die, do I? I don't even
deserve to be ill. I'm only 15 years old. I am so
scared, and for some reason it has just hit me now,
how scared I really am."

"Come here," Mum said, and I got up out of my
desk chair and hugged her. I didn't want to ever let
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go. If I were to have a favourite place, this would be
it, in my Mum's arms. I feel safe there, I feel like
myself.

After a good talk with Mum, Sam called me, at
about 9:00pm. We talked for ages, about tons of
stuff, but  mostly about his friends. He  said
something really nice, he said that whatever
happened, he was there for me. I know that that's
what everyone says, but it was different coming
from the guy you fancy, from the guy you dream
about all day and night, and from the guy that you
long to just hold. It was nicely different. I  rang
Jonna straight after, even though it was quite late. I
told her all about him and the conversations we
had had. But I missed out all the things we had said
about cancer to each other. I just didn't feel like I
could talk to Jonna about it, as I was worried that
she would take it the wrong way, you know?

I got to sleep around 12:20 that night, after
another good talk with Mum.

I left for school at 8:20, a little late, but I got there
just in time. I put my coat in my locker, then I went
to registration. I  sit next to a guy called Andrew.
He's so quiet, he never talks to me. I don't mind,
but I  alWays wonder whether he's OK, but I
suppose you can be quiet without being upset.

I didn't have history today, so I wasn't expecting
a letter back from Mrs Landport, but then Miss
Webb (my form tutor) asked me up to the front.

"Yes ... ?" I said.
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"This is for you." She handed me an envelope
with. It wasn't money, and it didn't look like a letter
to my parents, so I went back to my seat, and
opened the envelope. No one was looking at me.
So I pulled out the card and read it to myself:

bear Vada,
Thank you for the beautiful card and letter.
I  love your painting.
I  am glad you feel I can help you, and am
there for you, because I am, I always am,
you know where to find me.
You asked me whether I'd experienced
cancer in any way, and the answer is yes, I
have. Last year my daughter, Catherine,
died of cancer, she was very brave, like
you ... I only just got through it, with help
though. I  think that if I hadn't have told
anyone, then I would have found it harder to
cope. I  haven't told anyone in school about
this, so I'd be grateful if you could keep it
to yourself.
Thank you, and take care.
Marianne Landport

After I'd read this letter, I realised something that I
should have realised a long time ago . . .  how
difficult this is and will be, if I die, for my Mum.
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The day went quite quickly really. Jonna was in
a bit of a mood. I 'm not quite sure why, though.
But later that afternoon I asked her.

"What's wrong?"
"Nothing," she grunted.
"Stop playing around 'cause it's obvious there's

something wrong, so you might as well tell me," I
said.

"It's just ... " she paused.
"Go on," I said.
"It's just ... oh I  can't say. You ' l l  get really

offended."
"I won't, OK?"
"Look ... It's like this. I  just feel like you are

getting loads of attention from other people, and
then don't wanna talk to me, and don't wanna be
my friend any more."

"Oh Jonna, that's not true!" I  paused and
thought about what to say next. "It 's just I don't
feel I can talk to you about 'everything', so I talk to
others about it, but that certainly doesn't mean I
don't like you, because I do. A lot. You're a great
friend, and I love you dearly."

"Thank you ... ," she said, "but you do know I
am here, not just because of your ... You know."
She looked at me.
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"Cancer," I said. Why can't she just say it? I
mean, it's so annoying. Does she think I can't
handle it or something?

"Yes, that's right, I am here for you in everything
else too, OK?"

"Thanks."
We were silent for a moment, then I moved

forward and hugged her.
Later that evening I spoke to Mum. I  spoke to

her about what I'd been feeling earlier, about how
it all is for her.

"It must be hard for you, too," I added, after our
conversation had been going for a little.

"Darling, please don't feel guilty, because you
have no need to at all, OK?"

"OK, but it still must be hard for you."
"I find it tough, but I believe that together we can

fight it ..."
"It's hard to fight something I can't control,

though," I pointed out.
"Yes, it is. But we can try and fight it, as even

just trying will help."
"Thank you so much ... !" I shouted.
"Vada, don't get angry now."
"Trying. Trying. What in the world do you think

I'm TRYING TO DO?!!"
"Vada, calm down. You know that's not what I

meant"
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There was a small pause and I thought about
what I'd said.

"I'm sorry ... I just find i t  all really hard to
accept ... but that's no reason'to take it out on you.
I'm sorry."

"Don't worry, Vada. I  understand. And I know
you're trying. All I'm saying is never stop trying, as
trying can help a lot." Mum smiled and kissed me
on my cheek.

"Thanks," I said. "I'll be in my room if you want
me."

Before I had time to leave, the phone rang.
"Hello," my Mum said, picking up the phone.
"Hi, it's Sam here. Is Vada in?"
"Yes, hold on a moment." She put her hand

over the mouthpiece and whispered t o  me,
"Honey, it's SAM," saying 'Sam' in a  sort of
exaggerated way. She smiled and handed me the
phone.

"Hi."
"Hi," he answered.
"Hold on one sec, I'm just gonna go to the

upstairs phone."
"OK," he said.
As I was walking up the stairs I was thinking

about Sam. I  was thinking about how and who he
really was; where did he spring from; and why did
he take an interest in me, not necessarily as a
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girlfriend but just a friend. He's so nice. He's so
open and caring. I  know it sounds weird, but he's
like the bestest 'girl' friend I could ever have, not
the sort of friend that I could talk to about really
girlie stuff, but someone I can really confide in. Or
maybe it's just that I am not used to having a guy
friend. I  dunno. I t 's just that Jonna can get so
annoyed with me for things I point out. I want to be
able to say anything without being told off, or
feeling guilty, and for some reason I can do that
with Sam. I  suppose I shouldn't judge too much
yet, as I  barely know him yet. B u t  what I do
know ... I LIKE!

"Hi, sorry about that."
"Don't worry," h e  sa id  i n  a  sor t  o f

Drew-from-Neighbours-type way.
"So, how are you?" I asked.
"Not too bad, thanks."
"You?" he asked.
"Ok ... Well, actually, I'm a bit worse."
"I'm sorry," he said.
We talked for ages, but just before we said

goodbye, he said something that really shocked
me. Or maybe not.

"What would you say if I were to ask you out?"
There was a long pause and he said, "Oh, please
say something."

"Yes. I  believe I'd say yes."
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"You would?"
"Yeah."
"I'll see you tomorrow then ...
"Ok ... Goodnight," I smiled.
"Goodnight."
I lowered the phone slowly from my ear, paused,

and then I turned it off. I had to come to terms with
what I'd just done. For crying out loud, I'm going
out with SAM! I  am s000 pleased, but a little
nervous. I  mean, he's quite popular. What in the
world will people think? I'm really happy, though.

I ran downstairs to tell Mum.
"You'll never believe it, Mum," I said, out of

breath.
"What?" she asked.
"I'm going out with Sam! ... How cool is that?"
"Oh, Vada, I'm so happy for you!" she smiled.
"What? ... " I asked, as I thought it was weird

how she was so quiet and looked a little sad.
"It's just ... You're growing up, and ... ?"
"I know. I'm sorry ... " I  hugged her.
Even though that was all she said, I knew what

she felt. I  knew that she was thinking, 'What if she
dies? Sam will also be sad.' Well, I've thought of
that, and well, hey, he wouldn't ask me out if he
didn't feel he could cope, would he? Now I'm even
more nervous! I' l l talk to him tomorrow ...

I f
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Remember how I  said I  was a  bit worse?
Well ... It's true, I am. I  am feeling very weak. I
can just tell ... but it's OK. It's soon Thursday, and
I can talk to Dr Roads about it, though I just want to
ignore it and hope it'll all go away by itself. But I
have to remember what Mum said. I  can't stop
trying!

I was going to call Jonna last night to tell her
what had happened with Sam, but I decided I'd
wait till the morning as I was very tired, and just
didn't feel up to talking to her. But when I woke up,
I could barely move I was feeling so weak and
unwell. My  Mum came in and felt my forehead.
"You don't seem to have a temperature, Vada."

"Of course I don't have a temperature, Mum.
It's my cancer. That's why I feel like this."

"Oh Vada ... Don't worry. You had better just
stay home today and then we'll talk to Dr Roads.
Ok?"

"But I want to go to school. I  want to see Sam!"
I got up ... well, tried to get up, but just collapsed
back into my bed. My head hit my pillow, like a
baby being dropped and hitting the floor with a
thud. My head was now thumping and really hurt.

"Ok, maybe not ... " I said. " I  just didn't realise
that the cancer would make me feel like this."

"I know, Vada, it's very difficult, but you are
bound to feel like this now and again," she said,
and went on. "Vada, we need to talk to Dr Roads
about how long this is going to go on for. And
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maybe if there is anything we can do to make you
feel remotely better."

I stayed home through the whole day, but I
didn't want to. I  wanted to go to school and see
Sam. I  wanted to see Sam ...

That afternoon he called me. He must have only
just got back from school as it was 4.05 when he
called and school finishes at 3.45 p.m.

"Are you OK?" he asked, sounding a  little
worried.

"N000, I'm not. I ' m  feeling really sick and
weak," I explained.

"So it wasn't because of me you didn't come to
school?" he asked.

"Of course not. I've wanted to see you all day,
and have been thinking of you constantly. It's not
you, I promise."

"Is it the cancer?" he asked nervously.
"Yes, we think so."
"I'm sorry," he said reassuringly.
"Well, it's just lucky I have got an appointment

with my doctor tomorrow."
There was a small pause.
"Does the school know about your cancer?"
"No, but they probably will find out from Mum

as she'll have to explain why I wasn't in school
today."
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"I suppose," he said. "I'm sorry to be short but I
really have to go."

"No problem," I said. "Nice to talk to you."
"Will you be in school tomorrow?"
"I hope so," I answered. "See ya."
"Bye."
I put the phone down, and sat there for a

moment. Then just burst into tears.

I know it sounds silly, but it helps to cry. It helps to
let it all out ... you know?

"Ready," I heard Mum shout.
"Coming," I said as we left the house to go to Dr

Roads.
bear Diary,
The appointment went OK, I suppose. Dr
Roads explained that I would often feel like
this and there wasn't much he could do
about it. But he told me to keep positive
and eat and be healthy. Easy to say, but
when you feel tired and weak, it's a little
difficult to do exercise! Just before we
were about to leave he said that the tumour
was growing again and that chemotherapy
had to be a possibility. He just threw this
at us, but why all at once, at the end of the
appointment too? bid he think it wouldn't
hurt as much if he told us then, or was it
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because he didn't want to talk about it? I
don't know, I really don't.
... Chemotherapy; you've got to be kidding,
right? Losing my hair is just out of the
question!
Vada

I told Sam later that day what the doctor had said. I
didn't go to school as I just felt too sick and weak.

"I might have to have chemotherapy," I  told
him. " I  don't want to lose my hair."

"Isn't it worth it, if it were to help you get better?"
That was the first thing he'd said to go against
me ... Not exactly go against me, but just look at
another side of things. But, come to think of it, I
hadn't looked at it like that before ...

"Of course I want to get better!" I  started to
cry ... And explained I had to go.

"I didn't mean it like that."
"Oh, I know. I know. I'm not angry. It's just I'm

really tired."
"No probs. I'l l see ya soon, then."
"Ok. See ya."
"Bye."
Chemotherapy. Chemotherapy. The word rang

in my ears constantly all day and all night. I  got no
sleep at all!
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The next day I felt so sick, I even had difficulties
breathing. But  then something unexpected
happened.

I collapsed ... I was walking to the toilet and just
collapsed onto the bathroom floor. It was horrible.
I just faded out ... my mind went blank. But for the
first time I had a NICE dream. I t  was about fields
and fields of flowers, and Sam and I were sitting
amongst them, and he picked some for me.

The only next thing I can remember is waking up
in a hospital bed ... Mum, Dad and my brother
sitting at my side. You should have seen the look
on their faces when my eyes flickered open. Mum
was as white as a sheet, and Dad was a little red.
But Nick, my brother, was just normal ... I liked
that.

"Vada, Vada, are you awake? Can you hear
me?" Mum said, getting out of her chair and
coming towards me.

"Huh, where am I?" That was all I managed to
say. How imaginative. I always heard people say it
on Soaps or TV series, but I never thought I'd be
saying it. It just seemed far too corny

"You're in hospital, Vada. You collapsed on the
way to the bathroom," Dad explained. "But you're
OK," he reassured me.

I could see Nick sitting by my feet, with his hand
gently placed on my foot ... he smiled at me and
said the sweetest and nicest thing I think I've ever
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heard him say, "I'm here for you, and I'll always
love you."

"I love you too, Nick," I said back.
I closed my eyes again and just lay there. I didn't

sleep. I  just lay there ... I could hear voices all
around m e ,  doctors, nurses a n d  m y
family ... reassuring voices, until I heard Mum say,

"So, it's getting worse ... " I assumed IT was the
cancer.

"I'm afraid so," I heard some sort of medical
person say.

Then my brother asked THE question.
"Will she die?"
"It's too early to say yet, but if she doesn't do the

chemotherapy, she may get a lot worse."
There was a silence. Well, not by them as they

were still talking. B u t  there was with me as I
switched off. I  didn't want to hear any more.

When I woke up the next morning, I  noticed
Mum's face staring down at me, it was the first thing
I saw.

"Hi," I managed to say.
"Vada, Vada, it is so good you're awake."
"Why, what's happened?".
"You're ill Vada, very ill, and to get better, we

need you to agree to do some sort of treatment,
possibly chemotherapy." I  started to cry, even
though I knew this already, it hurt so much to hear
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it, to hear that I was really really ill. And if I was to
feel even remotely better, it was I who had to take
the first step.

"Are you OK?"
I sniffed and then hugged her, with the little::

strength I had left. "Yep, OK. I will try something."
Mum told me how the doctors were pretty worried
about my condition. She told me that I could die,
but that they were all trying not to be too negative
yet. But the thing was, I wanted to know the truth
even if the truth hurt, I wanted to know.

I slept for the rest of the day, well I didn't sleep, I
just rested. I  had so much pain, that I couldn't eat,
or even do the simplest thing ... to sit up. Going to
the toilet is a difficulty, for crying out loud ... and
that's why Urn here in the first place!

I have a pain, a pain I really can't explain, the
only way to explain it is that it's a nasty pain, a pain
I want to get rid of.

3 4: 5,
The next morning, Sam was sitting by my bed.

"Sam," I smiled. I wondered how he knew I was
here, Mum must have told him or something.

"Vada! ... How are you feeling?" He was red in
the face and had blood-shot eyes.

"Not very well—I'm sorry, I 'm so sorry." I
started to cry,_ but tried desperately to hold in my
tears. I  didn't want to cry in front of him.
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"Sorry? For what?"
"You're going out with me, and I'm here, I'm in

a hospital bed, and I might be dying of cancer."
"I want to go out with you, whatever, whether

you're a millionaire, or whether you are ill, I still
want to be your boyfriend, nothing will change
that, unless you don't want to be my girlfriend."

"Of course I want to be your girlfriend, I need
you."

"I need you too, but I'm here for you, whenever,
whatever."

"Thanks." He  came over and kissed me, that
was our first kiss, and I can't say I expected it to be
in a hospital bed.

Later that day, Dr Roads came to visit me. You
see he doesn't work in the hospital, he works in a
cancer clinic a few miles away from here. I t  was
nice to see him, as his face was one of those faces
that was very comforting and reassuring, I liked
that. I  know i t  sounds silly and like I 'm a
five-year-old, but some of the other doctors scare
me a bit. I ' v e  always associated doctors with
`helping others' and 'curing', but then on the other
hand, I associate them with 'death', as they are the
people who bring the bad news, whether it's when
your Grandma or Grandpa dies, or whether it's
you yourself who is critically ill.

"Ahh, Vada, "  he smiled. " I ' v e  heard that
you've had a little bit of a difficult time ... "
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"Yep." I  know that sounds silly, but it was all I
could think of to say.

"Is treatment out of the question?"
"No ... it's not ... I just ... I don't want to lose

my hair, or feel worse, but before you say anything,
I also want to get better, so ... maybe ... "

"The treatment would help a lot, and I know it'll
be hard, but it would be good if you could get
better in the long term too ... yes?"

"Yes."
"I'll speak to the doctors and your parents about

it, I' l l see you soon, OK?"
"OK, see ya."
When he'd left, I couldn't hold in my tears, I

burst out crying, and Mum came rushing in.
"What is it? What is it?" she said in a worry.
"I don't want to have treatment, but I want to get

better, I want to go to school and see Mrs Landport
and my friends! I  don't want to be ill, Mum, I don't
want to!"

"Vada, shhhh," she said, holding me. I sat up,
and she was at my side, on my bed, holding me,
"Shhh s h h h  ... You'll get better Vada, it'll just
take time and effort."

"I'm trying ... I'm trying!"
"I know, b u t  you need to do some sort of

treatment, it would help, it would help."
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"But I don't want to lose my hair, and look like a
bald person, I don't want to."

"Not everyone loses their hair, you know, and
that's not the only worry here!"

"I know, but I might."
I'd calmed down a little now, but I felt sick, I had

a pain and it just wouldn't go away, it's like one of
those everlasting headaches!

"OK, I'll do it. I'll do the treatment."
"Oh, Vada. You'll be better in no time at all!"

She hugged me, and even started to cry, not that I
blame her!

I couldn't sleep that night. My  mind was
spinning with images and questions. Other people
in the ward weren't sleeping either. Some would
just constantly cough, others just cried and cried,
while others just screamed. All muffled sounds, but
they kept me awake, those people were in pain too,
and that made it all much more difficult to accept.

I was in a large ward, each bed separate, with a
curtain around it, so I was a little closed in, but I
liked that, as I'd hate for everyone to see me, all the
time.

The next morning Mum and Dad came to see
me, and you'll never believe who they brought,
Mrs Landport. I  was shocked, but very pleased,
Mum and Dad left us alone for a while.

"Vada, long time no see," she said. "I've missed
you a lot, I think about you often."
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"Same, it's so nice to see you!"
She started to cry, I couldn't say I'd often seen a

teacher cry.
"Are you OK?" I asked, manoeuvring my hand

over to hers.
"I'm fine, I  just remember sitting here, by a

hospital bed, when my daughter was ill."
"I'm sorry, you don't have to be here if you

don't want to be."
"I want to be here, I wanted to see you."
There was a pause, while she dabbed her eyes

with a tissue, 'trying' to wipe away her tears.
"Do you think I'll be OK?" I asked.
"Yes, yes I do."
"But I'm scared to take treatment."
"It'll make you better, Vada."
"I know, so people keep on telling me."
"You'll be fine," she reassured me.
We talked for ages, about school, and a little

about her daughter. Just before she got up to
leave, she pulled out an envelope from her bag. It
was a large red envelope. She handed it to me.

"Wait until I've gone to open it," she said.
"OK. Will I see you soon again?"
"I'll come soon and visit you again, next week

maybe, I'll call your Mum to arrange something,
OK?"
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"Yes, oh and Miss, ... thanks!"
"You're welcome! See you soon." She pulled

the grey and red curtain back, stepped out of my
cubicle, and closed the curtain behind her.

As soon as she'd left, I opened the envelope.
Inside lay a large card, and I took it out of its
envelope and turned it over to look at the front. On
it was a collage of lots of pictures, teddies, hearts,
stars, beds, and people, i t  was beautiful. Inside
was this message:

Dearest Vada,
We are all thinking of you, and hope
you will soon get better.
Take care.
Your class.

Everyone from my class had signed it, and some
others, i t  must have even been around the
staff-room, as most teachers had signed it too.
Each individual person had written something.

It was the most beautiful card I'd ever seen. I felt
so touched. They cared, they really did care, and I
decided that even if I lose my hair, even if I feel sick
and weak, I want to get better, if not for me, then
for them, and all the people who love me.

The next day was a Sunday, and you'll never
believe who came to visit, my curate and church
friends. The curate at my church is the coolest guy
ever, he is so nice and friendly. My church friends
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are the nicest in the whole world, they are true and
honest friends, they're the sort of friends I know I
could go to with anything, whether it's a good thing
or a bad thing. They prayed for me, it was lovely.
They prayed that I'd soon get better, and that I
could soon come home and go to school and
church again. They also prayed that I'd feel God
near, that I'd know he was there for me, and
actually I needed help with that, as I felt like this
was his fault, like he wanted me to be ill! But maybe
it wasn't him, maybe he wanted me up there for a
reason. But I really did feel like I needed him. I was
just hoping that this prayer would help.
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Chapter Three

Visits and baby food

A  COUPLE OF DAYS H A D  PASSED, I T  WAS N O W  A
Wednesday. I hadn't done much in the last few
days, other than trying to keep my spirits up, and
trying to become a bit stronger. I  hadn't been
eating much in the last week, so they'd been
feeding me through pills, injections and a drip. I felt
like a pincushion for crying out loud. They say it
makes me feel stronger, and ready for treatment,
even though I feel so weak I can barely sit up. On
the Wednesday morning Sam came to visit me, he
came just before school, as he passes the hospital.

"How are you doing?" he asked me, popping his
head through the two drawn curtains.

"Me, I'm feeling weak and tired, but am OK."
"Any more news on the treatment front?"
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"Well, Dr Roads and Dr Miles are coming to talk
to me tomorrow about the treatment, and when
we'll start, and what will happen. Dr Susan Miles is
my new doctor at the hospital, unlike Dr Roads
who works at the cancer clinic. Dr Miles is really
quite nice; she's a bit patronising but she's OK.
There's another lady called Marie, who is going to
be the lady who helps me through it all, and make
sure I feel OK about it all. Dr Roads and Dr Miles
will help me do the treatment, you see."

"Gosh, you seem pretty clued up on it all."
"Well, I like to know what's happening to me," I

explained.
"I suppose," he agreed. "Well, I better be off, as

it's school."
"Sure, but can I just ask? ... "
"Go ahead."
"How's everything at school? Anyone asked

after me?"
"Didn't you get the card?" he said, sounding

surprised.
"I did. But ...
"Well, Jonna and Marjorie are constantly asking

me where you are."
"What did you say?"
"I said that you were in hospital, to Jonna, as I

know she knows about you."
"What about Marjorie?"
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"I said that I didn't know."
"Thanks ... Keep it that way, yeah?"
"Sure, that's cool." He got up and kissed me, I

kissed back; I'd lifted my arms and placed them on
his shoulders. And his were placed on the back of
my head. It was the best kiss I'd ever had ... I could
still barely believe it was with Sam!

For the rest of the day I hung about thinking
about stuff. Nick came to visit me too, which was
nice, as I hadn't seen him for a little while. Nick and
me get on quite well really. We have periods when
we get on very well, and periods when we
constantly argue, but because I'm not well, he's
really nice and doesn't want to get me upset, and
vice versa. I love Nick loads though. I talk to him
about Sam, not too much though, as I'm a bit
nervous he'll tell his friends, but he gives quite
good advice so I  talk to him about stuff quite
often ... But for some reason today, he didn't say
much, so I asked him.

"What's wrong?"
"Nothing, nothing."
"Look, just because I 'm i l l ,  doesn't mean

everyone else has to be happy and problem-less all
the time, you can tell me your problems too. What
do you think I'm gonna do? Do you think that I'm
going to  think that you're trying to  get the
attention, and make out that your problem is
bigger than mine is, and burst into tears? Well, I'm
not, I can handle it, you know. To be honest I'd
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love the attention to be off me for a bit!" I took a
breath... and then said, "I'm sorry, I didn't mean to
take it all out on you ... I'm sorry."

"Don't worry, I understand."
"So what's wrong?"
"I'm scared of losing you. I love you Vada." He

closed his eyes and placed his hands over his face
and leaned forward.

"I'll be fine, hey," I said, trying to get him to look
up at me. "I'll be fine."

He nodded and smiled. "I hope so," he said.
"Anyway, I've got this meeting tomorrow and

I'm gonna get everything sorted then, OK?"
"OK!"
That night I slept very badly. I felt sick and had

real troubles breathing. I was scared, I was really,
really scared. And I just wanted to go home to my
warm bed, with my Mum beside me, I wanted it all
to go away, I wanted this to never have happened.
And I know you think, that's what everyone says,
but believe me, there's nothing I want more than to
be well again, and be put out of this pain.

In the morning I felt a bit better, but still had
pains in my chest and found it hard to breathe
properly.

Mum and Dad came at 9:30, as we had the
meeting at 10. They wanted to be here for it. I was
so nervous, what if the treatment didn't work?
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Well, 10 o'clock came and my small section of
the ward was filled with Mum, Dad, Dr Miles, Dr
Roads and Marie. It was so full that I felt quite
claustrophobic, I asked them to open the curtains
around us a little. I felt so nervous; you would, if
you were stuck in bed with no way of getting out.

"Well, shall we start?" Dr Roads said, looking at
me. I nodded, and he proceeded.

"As we all know, Vada is a very poorly girl right
now, and we need to work out the best type of
treatment for her." I sat in bed, wondering whether
he realised I was even there!

"Vada has a  type o f  chest tumour called
lymphoma. Normal chest tumours aren't too
common in people of Vada's age. But lymphoma is
more common. Luckily we've caught this cancer in
time so it hasn't spread too much. But we need to
get rid of it, and make her feel better and back to
normal."

Back to normal? Back to normal? I could barely
remember how that felt ... Anyway, what i s
normal?

Dr Roads went on. "Dr  Miles and I  have
discussed all possibilities of treatment, and have
come to the conclusion that chemotherapy is the
best. For lymphoma, that's one o f  the most
common treatments. For Vada there were other
possibilities, but we've worked out chemotherapy
will be best."

"What will it involve?" Mum asked.
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"Chemotherapy is a means of treatment by
using chemicals and pills such as anti-cancer drugs,
which will work over a period of time."

"How long will it last?" Mum asked again.
"It's very different for different people, and it

depends on the size of the tumour, but for Vada it
will work over a period of about six months or so.
She'll come in every month for some treatment, go
home, then she'll come back in again after a month
or so for  some more treatment, and home
again ... And so on ... Chemotherapy can have
quite bad side effects, and that's why we spread the
treatment out."

"Like what?" I asked worriedly.
"Well again it depends on the person. You may

experience some nausea, vomiting, loss o f
appetite, n ight  sweats, excessive tiredness,
indigestion, abdominal pain, bone pain, and
maybe loss of hair."

A tear rolled down my cheek. Mum put her hand
on mine and squeezed it hard.

"How long will those effects last for?" Mum
asked.

"Well, they usually go away after a few days of
the treatment."

That meant that I'd have my treatment, come
home, feel sick, feel sick, feel sick, then feel better,
but then it'd all happen all over again! Yeah? How
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dumb! I thought to myself, I suppose it's better to
go through with it, as I do want to get better.

"You may also have a shortage of breath, due to
low blood cell counts, that will probably last for a
bit longer, I'm afraid."

"What if I don't feel better?" I asked.
"Well, there are types of medicines such as

antiemetic drugs, which can prevent or reduce
nausea and vomiting."

"Good," said my Dad. "Are you happy with this,
Vada?"

I nodded, I think I was. I was just nervous.
"Good, well ... would anyone else like to say

anything? Vada, do you have any questions?"
"No," I said. Even though I felt like I did, I didn't,

I had non-answerable questions, and thoughts,
flying around in my head, but definitely nothing I'd
like to share.

"Could I just say something?" Dr Miles said.
"Go ahead," Dr Roads replied.
"I'd just like to say that I think you are being

brilliant about this all. It must be very difficult, but
your bravery really stands out a lot, Vada, i t  really
stands out."

"Thank you," I said, "I like to think so."
"Hear hear!" Dad said.
Everyone laughed slightly, it was nice, it felt nice

to smile. Marie seemed like a very quiet person, she
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hadn't said anything through the whole meeting.
But I was wrong, when everyone left, Marie stayed
and she started talking, and I swear it was flowing
out of her, I thought she'd never stop. But I didn't
mind, she seemed quite nice really.

"You are going to need to keep healthy and
strong throughout, and that's what I'm here for.
We are going to go swimming weekly, and will do
exercises. What other sports do you like doing? We
can do them if you like."

"I like basketball."
"Great! There's a basketball club here in the

fitness hospital. You can join that, there are lots of
girls your age on that team, so you can make some
new friends at the same time ... Yes? Does this
sound OK?"

"Yep, but you won't leave me, will you?"
"Relax, of course not."
"Thank you very much." I said.
"You're very welcome, and I look forward to

getting to know you a bit more ... yes?"
"Yep."
"See ya," she said, getting out of the chair, and

leaving.
"See ya!"
Marie was a lady in her mid 20s, she seemed

really nice, a bit mad but nice. She was a black
lady, with her hair in  dreadlocks. She wore
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combats and a tight T-shirt, with a small cardigan
on top. She seemed quite cool really, energetic but
cool.

Maybe this wouldn't be too bad after all?!
After Marie had left, Mum and Dad came back

in.
"Well, that went well, didn't it?" Dad said,

unsurely.
"Yep." I smiled and held out my arms, for them

to hug me ... they both came over and we hugged
for what felt like ages. It was lovely. For some
reason I felt happier, and more positive, I'm gonna
get through it, I know I will, I'm gonna be fine ...

For the rest of the day I rested, I was so tired as I
hadn't slept well the night before, plus the meeting
had sort of tired me out. I had no visitors all day, in
a way I was quite pleased, but in another way, I
wasn't. I wanted to talk to people, I wanted to see
my friends. I really wanted to get better, so I could
go to school again, and see all of my friends ... oh,
and Mrs Landport, but I suppose she sort of counts
as a friend, doesn't she? I hope so anyway.

That night I slept like a log, but I didn't have a
nice dream at all. I dreamt the most awful thing
possible, I  dreamt that I  died, because of  the
chemotherapy. I dreamt it wasn't working, so in the
morning I  was even more scared to have the
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treatment. But I knew I had to have it, I knew that I
had to get better, but dreams like that didn't help.

When the nurse came in to check on me at
9:00am I  was crying. She asked me what was
wrong.

"Nothing," I replied
"Yes there is, you can tell me, I  won't tell

anyone."
"I had a dream, about my treatment. What if it

doesn't work and it just makes me feel worse?"
"You'll be fine, t ry and be positive ... and

remember, it was just a bad dream ... "
"I know, but dreams scare me, especially as I'm

not at home, and I'm in this strange building."
"Well, think in a couple of days, once you start

eating again, you'll be able to go home." She
handed me a plate with some baked beans on toast
on it and a glass of orange juice. "Hmmm?" she
said, lifting her eyebrows and pushing the plate
towards me.

"Maybe just a little," I said. She smiled and got
out a  serviette, a  knife and a  fork. "Oh,
Julie ... Thank you." I said.

"You're welcome." And at that she left.
I managed to eat a little of the baked beans, but

the toast was too tough, plus I was worried that I
would throw it all up.

Mum came to see me around 10:30am.
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"Vada, how are you this morning, darling?"
"OK, Mum," I lied.
"You've eaten something, honey."
"Only a few spoonfuls."
"Well that's a start, well done." I smiled and she

went on. "I've got some good news."
"What?"
"The doctor says that you are getting stronger

and if you carry on eating a little, then you can
come home on Monday."

I thought to myself ... 'Well, today was a Friday,
then it was the weekend, then Monday, only 3 days
away! Yippee!!'

"That's great, Mum!" I leaned forward to hug
her.

"But you have to try and eat, otherwise the
doctor will reconsider his decision."

"I'll try, I promise." The idea of getting out of this
hospital was the best ever. I hated it here, it scared
me, I  always had bad dreams, and could never
sleep properly. I imagined sleeping in my own bed
again, the feel of my own duvet, the feel of my own
pillow! Heaven!

I know it's something simple, but believe me,
once you've been away from it for a while, and you
think you'd never be there ever again, you can
miss it a lot! I tried to remember when I was last at
home ... It was when I had been off school for a
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while as I felt sick and then I' o f  up for the toilet
and had collapsed. I'm su a n  idiot, and a fool, I
must be a real embarrassment to my family and
friends! 'I'm such an idiot!' I thought about those
words for a while, but I wasn't a fool, I wasn't an
idiot, it wasn't my fault that I was ill with cancer, or
was it ... ?

That afternoon Sam came to see me. He had come
quite a lot before, but I had often been asleep. It
was so nice to see him, but you'll never guess who
he brought? Well, actually you probably will. He
brought Jonna, I spoke to them for ages, until it was
6:30 (they arrived at 5), they, caught me up on the
gossip and school. Then Sam left so I could talk to
Jonna alone a bit. I told her about my treatment
and that I  might be coming home soon. She
seemed pleased, I certainly was, but I just think she
finds it difficult to see me like that, you know, a bit
pale and weak, but hopefully that was all about to
change ... Hopefully anyway!

It was such a surprise to see them; it felt a bit
weird though, as I was just lying in a bed, sick. And
they'd just been at school, working all day, while
I'd been lying in bed, thinking, crying and listening
to music. But I suppose you could think about
anything like that. I'm lying in bed while some lady
in a hospital far away is giving birth to a little baby
boy and somewhere else, a small child is collecting
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barrels o f  water for his family in third world
countries ... scary or what?

That evening, I  tried to eat a little more; I
managed some mashed potato with a  little
sausage. It was baby-food so it went down easily, it
wasn't too bad.

The weekend went by slowly, I didn't do much,
other than trying to eat a bit more every day and
listening to music. My favourite music was tauryn
Hill' and 'Travis.' I'd put their albums on repeat,
and would just lie in bed, mouthing out the words
to myself. By Monday I knew every song on both of
the albums off by heart. Mum had brought me
some photos on Saturday to cheer me up. They
were of me when I was a few years old ... I wish I
was that age again, life was always so simple. The
only thing that would worry me then was if my Dad
played with someone else, and now I wouldn't
care, now I know what sharing is. It's funny how
things change, isn't it?

At last, Monday came, Mum and Dad came in at
about 11:00am to talk to the doctors and make
sure I was strong enough to leave. They told Mum
and Dad that I'd improved, and that I'd been
eating better and that I'd been very patient and
good all weekend. They said that I deserved to go
home. Mum came in to tell me the good news while
Dad went to get a coffee. Mum started packing my
things up.
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"Dr Roads and Dr Miles say that you are doing
brilliantly and that you deserve to go home," she
said.

"Great!"
"But that doesn't mean you can go back to

school yet, you will still have to stay in bed and
have lots of rest, but you need to try and get used to
walking around and stuff again..."

"I can do that ..." I smiled.
"I know you can ... I'm not doubting you, I'm

merely just passing on what they said."
"When can I go back to school?"
"We'll see Vada, we'll see."
At that, Dr Miles came in and said, "How are you

doing in here, set to go home?"
"Getting there ... " I replied.
"Good, good."
"When would you like us to come in for Vada's

first treatment?" Mum asked.
"Well, if you come to my office before you leave,

I'll talk to you about it, OK?"
"Yep," I smiled.
I packed up my things and got dressed in my

favourite clothes. My dark blue flared jeans that
were so long that they touched the ground. My blue
shirt w i t h  patterned whi te  stripes o n  i t
(three-quarter length sleeve) and my black and
blue body-warmer from Gap.. It was so nice to put
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on my favourite clothes and not have to be wearing
my stupid nightie anymore. My Mum took my bag
with my things in it and I held my jacket and my
plastic bag with cards and letters in it. You'd be
surprised how many envelopes I'd got, filled with
beautiful cards, letters or gifts with pretty ribbons
wrapped around them.

I walked through the ward and out of the door,
down another corridor and into a small office. It
was Dr Miles' office.

"Come on in," she said. "How are we feeling,
umm?"

"Not bad thanks, not bad," I said.
"Good, now you were asking when you should

come in for your first appointment, and well, I've
scheduled you in for next Monday ... A week
today, how's that?"

"That's great, isn't it Vada?" Mum looked at me
and smiled. I nodded, but said nothing.

"Great, I'll expect you next week, OK?"
"Yep." Mum and I got out of our chairs and went

towards the door.
"Take care," Dr  Miles said as we were just

opening the door to leave. She said it in a way that
sounded like she really meant it.

"I will," I replied, smiling as I left.
I walked briskly down the corridor, eager to get

out of this 'building'. I  was wobbly on my feet, as
I'd been in bed for so long. My head hurt and my
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eyes went out of focus now and again as my head
was spinning. The moment I stepped outside I felt
the cool brisk air smother me, but it wasn't cold, it
was just brisk. The sun was shining, in the shade it
was cold but in the sun i t  was lovely ... it was
lovely!

I was at last out of that 'building' and was leaving
to go home, to my house, my room and my bed. In
the car there was silence for ages, I didn't know
what to say, but then Mum said, "Are you really
feeling OK?"

"Umm I  suppose so, but I'm a bit nervous."
"Well Vada, that is to be expected."
There was another silence, then, "Why did you

choose to call me Vada?" I asked, intrigued.
"Don't you like your name?"
"I love it, I was just wondering."
"Well, ever since I was a little girl, I'd loved the

name Vada. I'd seen a film when I was about six, it
had a girl in it called Vada, and ever since then I
wanted to call my child Vada - if I had one of
course ... and I did!"

"What was the film about?"
"Vada, do you expect me to remember that? I'm

an old woman."
"You're not old."
"Thank you." She laughed a Mum-type-laugh,

and pulled out her hand and placed it on mine.
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"Please, try and remember."
"Well I think it was about how this group of

teenagers got into all sorts of trouble, but then one
girl, Vada, went missing and they all set out to find
her ... "

"And did they?"
"What?"
"Find her ... ?" I asked, intrigued.
"Yes, yes they did."
"What was it called?"
" 'Sweet, sweet, pink.' "
"You're kidding right?"
"Nope, that was its name." I laughed with Mum

for ages ... it felt nice to laugh, but for some reason
I felt guilty ... don't ask why, 'cause I don't even
know myself.

"I love you, Mum."
"I love you too, Vada."
When we got home, I walked around the house,

inspecting it, to make sure nothing had changed, as
it felt like I'd been away for weeks. I went upstairs
to my bedroom, the sun shone through the window
onto my desk ... and my beloved diary ... My bed
was freshly made, with my pillows fluffed up. On
my bedside table sat a vase with a beautiful bunch
of fresh flowers. My bedroom felt fresh and nice, it
felt like me, and the feeling of being back was the
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nicest ever, even though I knew the journey wasn't
over.

I dumped my stuff on the floor by my bed,
walked over to my desk, opened up my diary and
began to write ...

Dear Diary,
Well I'm back from the hospital; I've been
there for what seems like ages. I've missed
everyone and I still miss them, and I can't
go back to school yet. But hey, at least I'm
at home ... yeah?
We've worked out that chemotherapy is the
best source of treatment. I'll be starting it
next week ...

As I finished my sentence, Mum knocked on the
door.

"Come in," I called.
"Hi, h i  ... Vada!" Mum said, glowing with

delight to have me back.
"Hi!" I answered.
"Are you alright? Do you want me to get you

something?"
"No, I'm fine ... ," I said, wanting to be left alone

so I could carry on writing my diary.
"A drink ... A sandwich?" she nagged.
"No, I'm fine!" I said, getting more and more

annoyed.
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"Sure?"
"Yes, I am not an invalid, you know! I can do

things for myself!" I shouted.
"OK, I'm sorry."
"Mum, I am fine, I have just come home, and

want to be left alone for a bit, if you want to do
anything, you can just do that."

"Fair enough. But hey, if you do need anything,
just give me a shout." I smiled and looked at her,
with a 'go-away-leave-me-alone' look. And at that,
she left. Maybe I was too harsh on her ... I just
needed to be alone. I carried on writing my diary.

Now, where was I? That's right, I was just
saying about my treatment, I  am pretty
scared really. I  mean ... What if it doesn't
work? I  want to get better, I  may as well
try this, what's the harm?
Vada

I closed my diary, and then I looked into my mirror
sitting on my desk collecting dust. I blew the dust off,
picked it up, and looked deep into it ... in a world of
my own. I grabbed a piece of my hair, and repeated
to myself. "What is the harm? What is the harm?!
What is the bloody harm!!" Man, the truth really
hurt. But the weirdest thing was that I wasn't quite
sure of what the truth really was! I tried to refuse my
tears, but they still came, pouring down my face,
hitting my desk. I closed my eyes, as several more
fell ... why i n  the world has this happened to
me? ... Why me? ... Why me?
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I leaned over to my CD collection, fingered
through each CD, and took one out; I picked 'I
don't want to miss a thing' by Aerosmith. I loved
that song, so sad but so beautiful. I closed my eyes,
and sat at my desk, listening to my music, piercing
my ears. I  hated the silence, and I  hated the
sound—but loved the music. Tears floated down
my cheeks, battling to get to the bottom first. I was
thinking of nothing and everything, all at the same
time. If that was possible.

For the rest of the afternoon and evening I
pottered about in my room, saw a little TV and
went to bed at about 9:00, because it always took
me several hours to get to sleep. I was tossing and
turning all night ... Worrying about the months
ahead of me. I was worrying about 'What's harm ?
What's the harm?' and who knows what the harm
ever is?

The next day I slept until about 10:30. It was
lovely to be back home, in my silent and private
room. I could actually sleep a little better than in
the hospital ... Thank God.

That afternoon I had a surprise, a nice surprise
though. My grandparents came to visit, my Mum's
Mum and Dad. I hadn't seen them for what seemed
ages, so it was really nice to see them.

"We have missed you so much, being far away
and worrying a l l  the t ime about our  little
granddaughter, and when we heard that you had
been moved to the hospital, we were desperate to
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come down and see you, but we were very tied up.
But we have been praying and thinking about you
often my dear, often," Grandma said, hugging me
tightly.

"I have missed you too," I said. "But I'm OK,
Grandma, honestly."

We had tea and talked for ages and ages, though
they did most of the talking, telling us about my
little new cousin and other relatives, but that was
normal for my grandparents; i t  was better than
talking about me anyway.

Then at about 7:00pm, Sam came over. It was
nice to see him, as it seemed like ages since I had
last seen him. We sat and talked for a while.

"I've missed you."
"Me too," I replied.
"When is your first appointment?"
"Next Monday."
"Soon then?"
"Yep."
"Will you be coming back to school?"
"Not yet, as the treatment makes me feel pretty

unwell."
"Oh, come here." I got out of my seat and sat on

his lap, as he directed. We kissed.
"I'm so glad I have you."
"Me too." I smiled.
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We talked up in my room for about an hour.
Sam was a little like a brother to me. I could talk

to him about anything, and vice versa. He'd give
me great advice and would never interrupt; he'd
just le t  me talk. I  probably dominated the
conversation a little too much, but he didn't seem
to mind. I could always be myself around Sam,
which was so great!

The day seemed to rush past very quickly, which
in a way was good, but in another way not so good,
as I dreaded next Monday!

What i f  my hair does fall out ... I'd be so
embarrassed around Sam and my other friends
and family. They'd probably be embarrassed
about me too, going round with a pale, thin body!
This image in my head was torturing me ... Why
can't I stay how I look, and get better, why does
everything else have to change too?! But I suppose
I have to try and be positive, I have to try and think
positive, and keep my hood up!

fog
Wednesday was pretty boring really. I had nothing
to do all day. Grandma and Granddad had left that
morning, Mum and Dad were working, and Nick
was at school, then at his girlfriend's house. I saw
TV all day and wrote a little in my diary. Boring, or
what! You may think it's heaven but, believe me
the thought of doing that for the next six months
made me want to vomit itself. The only thing that I
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wanted to do was sleep, get better, and go back to
school.

A few more days passed, nothing really
happened, so not much to report or write about. In
two days I was due back at the hospital for my first
treatment! Jonna was coming over fo r  the
afternoon. She and I  were gonna have a good
catch up and be proper girls for the afternoon, and
as it was Saturday, she could stay over a little later.

Unfortunately though, Mum wouldn't let her
stay the night, as she reckoned I needed to go to
bed early, so that I wouldn't get too tired ... Which
really sucks ... Because I just want to have some
fun.

Jonna came over at 2 o'clock, we saw a couple
of films, you know, the classics, Titanic with Kate
Winslet and Leonardo Dicaprio, and Sleepless in
Seattle with Meg Ryan and Tom Hanks! Sleepless
in Seattle is my favourite film ever! It's so lovely. It
is about a man (Tom Hanks) who has just lost his
wife, and his son calls up this radio station, and
wishes that his Dad would get a new wife, and be
happy again. Millions of women rang and wrote to
him but there was one that stuck out (Meg Ryan).
Eventually they meet at the top of the Empire State
Building! Oh, how romantic!

We painted our nails and toenails and then did a
face mask each! It felt so great to beautify myself up
before Monday! I  felt like me again, I felt like I
should feel. I  felt like a  teenage girl with no
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problems, but actually inside of me I was screaming
and gasping for air. It was like a part of me had
been ripped away and now I'd found it again. I
can't believe that when I  found out about my
cancer, that I thought it would just go away. It
won't. But hey, at least I'm doing something about
it now. Let's just hope it works!

On Sunday I did something that I hadn't done
for what seemed a very long time ... I went to
church. I hadn't been for more than a month. I
longed to see my friends but most of all to talk to
God. I  know I don't need to go to church to do that
but it felt nice doing it there ... I woke up at 9 and
got ready to go, as it started at 10. My joints were
aching, and I  had an awful cough. My cough
started a few weeks ago but it wasn't this bad ... I
was coughing through the whole service... How
embarrassing! But then ... something shocked me,
a nice shock though. Everyone was sitting or
kneeling to pray, when my name came up in the
prayer by my vicar. I was so stunned that he was
doing that ... in a way I was pleased that he was
praying for me, but he was doing it out loud ... to
the whole congregation ... which fe l t  a  b i t
weird ... But special!

After the service, my friends and I hung about
laughing, and talking ... I felt very tired and weak
though, but I was OK ... It will really hit me when I
have my treatment, which is when it'll really hurt!

A little later the vicar came to say hello to me. He
seemed really nice. I didn't know him too well. He
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said that he was praying for me. I know it's nice,
but I felt a bit scared that this man was praying for
me, and I didn't really know who he was, but hey, I
suppose that's OK.

When I got home I noticed my name was in the
`Please Pray For' section in the service sheet. Let's
hope all these people's prayers helped. Sometimes
I'd get scared about what I believed. What if it was
all not true...? You know? No God, no Jesus, no
Bible and no Heaven. Think of all those people and
me, in pain that their belief had been smothered! I
suppose it is all a case of believing — but I can't help
having a little doubt sometimes ... but I  wish I
didn't ... have doubt, I mean. God has changed
me, and as long as I believe, I will always be ME
and will be happy.
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Chapter Four

Selfish little rag dolls
MY ALARM CLOCK RANG, SHARP INTO MY EAR ... I
reached out my hand, and whacked the button
with my finger. The piercing sound stopped,
leaving an awkward silence, as I realised what I had
woken up to.

Monday! And you know what that meant? First
day of my treatment! I got out of my bed, and went
into my parents' room where my Mum was in bed
reading. I sat down on the edge of her bed and
said, "Morning."

"Not a good morning?" she asked.
"It depends ..."
"It'll all go fine, Vada ... OK?"
"I am hoping so." I squeezed her hand and left

the room.
I went downstairs to watch some telly. I  was just

sitting there, watching something pointless on telly,
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when for some absurd reason I started to cry, a lot!
I couldn't stop, it was nearly like I was howling.
Mum came running down the stairs to me. She
placed her hands around the back of my head and
we sat there, rocking. I hugged her... for several
minutes we just sat there, nothing was said, that's
what I loved so much about my Mum, she'd always
know what was wrong, and nothing had to be said
to understand i t  either. She wouldn't ask me
questions, she would just be there, a loving and
caring mother. It's great.

"Come on Vada, come and get ready." Mum
helped me up to my room. I got dressed, but all I
could think about was me without hair: I imagined
brushing my 'hair' — but then there would be
nothing to brush ... I would just be scraping my
bare scalp. I got so scared that I dropped my brush
and jumper, and crawled into my bed. Just before
11:00, which was when we were meant to leave as
the appointment was at 11:30, Mum came into my
room and found me still sitting huddled up in bed.

"Vada! What in the world are you doing? We
have to leave NOW!" she said picking up my
jumper lying all creased up on the floor.

"I don't want to go." I felt like a little girl on her
first day of school.

"You know that you have to ... to get better, I
mean."

"I know ... but I'm scared, Mum," I whispered.
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"Vada, think about it ... You have to do this to
get better. You have to try and fight it; don't let the
cancer win."

I paused before I said anything, and thought
about what she'd just said to me. I'd never thought
about the cancer that way, I 'd always thought
negatively. But it was true. The worst thing here
would be to let the cancer win this fight. My life
suddenly came into perspective: I had to fight it,
and be strong. I smiled at Mum, as I wiped a tear off
my face. I  got up out of bed, put my clothes on,
and headed for the car.

As we were driving to  the hospital, Mum
suddenly asked, keeping an eye on the road, "So
what changed your mind to come?"

"Everything," I answered boldly.
We both laughed, and smiled.
"I'm proud of you Vada, you know that, don't

you?"
"Thank you."
When we arrived at the hospital, we were unsure

where to go, so we went to the main desk.
"How may I help?" the smiling lady said, at last,

as we'd had to queue.
Mum handed her a piece of paper, with info

about my treatment and me.
"The Chemotherapy Department is in Building

3, first floor. Ask at the desk."
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She couldn't have said it louder, for crying out
loud. I  mean, hello, delicate subject here. I ' d
rather that the whole waiting room didn't know!

"Thank you," Mum said, seeming a  little
shocked too. I  grabbed Mum's hand as we walked
to the ̀ Chemo Department'.

That's just scary, I mean there will be loads of
cancer patients in there, just like me, maybe even
some my age. We  arrived outside the building,
with a small sign by the side of the door, saying
'Chemotherapy — Dr Miles'. We walked through
the automatic doors, and were greeted by posters
with information on different cancers and different
treatments. I ignored them, as I didn't need to look
at them, and other patients' problems. I  had
enough of my own. W e  walked down a long
corridor, until Dr Miles' door jumped out at us.
Mum knocked at it carefully.

"Come in," we heard a small voice say.
Mum went in first, and I followed.
"Ahh Vada, I've been expecting you. Sit down,

sit down."
"Thank you," Mum said, kindly.
"So, how are we doing?" she asked, looking at

my file.
It was a bit like going to the doctor with a cough,

you'd sit down in a chair by the doctor's desk,
you'd talk to the doctor, and then she or he would
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do their stuff. But in this case the 'stuff' was a little
more painful than normal.

"Vada is doing well, she's been very nervous
about coming here, but we're here."

"Mum!" I said, looking at her a little annoyed
that she'd said that.

"That's understandable, everyone's nervous at
first," she reassured me. I smiled.

"So, how have you been feeling? Any chest
pains or coughs?"

"I've had quite a bad cough over the last few
weeks. And I sometimes find it hard to breathe, but
I don't get chest pains too often," I managed to say.

"Anything else?"
"I've been tired, and I sometimes wake up in the

night sweaty and hot."
"Any fever?" she asked.
Mum answered, looking over at me as she said

it. "No, not really."
"OK, good, shall we get on?"
"Will I live ..2" I asked, in a hurry.
"Vada, you have something called Hodgkin's

Disease. It's a type of lymphoma cancer, and 78%
of patients live. So please try not to worry."

I realised that she hadn't actually answered my
question, she had twisted it. I hated it how doctors
did that.

"Have a seat here, Vada."
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I got out of my chair, shaking a little, and slowly
lowered myself onto the doctor's bed. D r  Miles
pulled a small trolley out from under the bed. I t
had a white cloth covering it. She removed the
cloth. On the trolley lay several syringes, needles,
and tablets, all organised into different piles, all set
up and how it seemed to me, ready to be fired into
another person. I  felt like something unimportant
and useless. I felt like a rag-doll being prodded and
pricked.

"Nearly done," she said. I  felt Mum's hand
squeeze mine. I was too much 'somewhere else' to
squeeze hers back. The world seemed fuzzy and
faded, I  had my eyes closed a little, and I was
half-sitting and half-lying. I  heard a few noises
around me, but felt so weak and tired that I made
no effort to even remotely try and make out what
they were. When Dr Miles had finished injecting
me, and taking blood samples with needles, I lay
for a few minutes and then slowly sat up and
looked around the room. My  arms were aching,
and my chest felt like someone had thumped me
really hard.

"How are you feeling?" she asked kindly, but
fakely.

"Awful," I said.
"It will feel much better next time, it's because

it's your first that you feel like this."
What does she know, I thought to myself. Had

she ever been on this side of the needle?
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She handed me a glass of water, and opened up
her other hand. Inside her palm lay around ten
tablets, some small, some large, some green, some
white. I  threw up there and then, over my lap and
glass of water.

"It's OK, it's OK," Mum said, rubbing me on the
back.

"I'll just get a cloth." D r  Miles stood up and
walked over to the sink, placing the ten tablets to
one side. She picked up a cloth, wet it under the
tap, and came back to us. She dabbed the cloth
over my lap, removing some of the 'sick'. She and
Mum cleared the rest up as I sat on the bed, all pale.

"Would you like to try again?"
I nodded, as I wanted to get it over and done

with and go home to bed. I chose a tablet, placed it
inside my mouth, and had a small sip of water. The
tablet slid down easily. But I felt sick at the thought
of swallowing nine more. I  swallowed each tablet,
one by one, sipping water and breathing deeply in
between each gulp.

"All done," Dr Miles said.
I smiled, and then said, feeling a little better

now, "I'm sorry for being sick".
"Vada, don't worry, it's understandable, don't

worry, it's fine, nothing to lose sleep over." I ' l l  be
losing enough sleep anyway, so I left it.

With Mum's help, I  stood up and walked
towards the door.
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"So I'll see you in a month's time then, but till
then you must take i t  easy and have lots of
sleep ... OK?"

"Yeah," I said.
"Thank you," Mum said.
"Just ring in to the office, and they'll book you

an appointment."
"Thank you," Mum said again.
Mum held my arms as I struggled to walk, tired

and weak. I 'd had blood removed, which was
probably why I was feeling like that. We walked
down the corridor. As we got to the waiting room,
we heard a call from Dr Miles' office. I t  wasn't to
us, as I saw another girl around my age, maybe a
little older, get out of her seat in the waiting room,
and head towards the treatment room. We looked
at each other, as she brushed past me. I  heard her
father say to her, "Come on, Sara".

Her name was Sara, I'd always loved that name.
It wasn't Sarah, i t  was Sara. I  loved how i t
sounded. I  wanted to stop Sara, to introduce
myself, but her father seemed pretty scary, plus I
felt awful. Maybe I'd ask Marie whether she knew
someone called Sara. You never know, do you?

As Mum and I headed home, I didn't know what
to say, 1) because I felt so unwell, but 2) because I
felt embarrassed as I'd thrown up all over myself.
But at last Mum said something.

"How are you feeling?"
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"Sick."
"We are soon home, and you can go straight to

bed, and sleep."
I thought about it, and looked at the clock on the

car dashboard. It was 12:32pm. Oh my gosh, that
session had taken nearly an hour! No wonder I was
tired.

When we got home, I went to the kitchen for a
drink, and then I went up to my bedroom. Mum
followed.

"Would you like to stay up here, or would you
rather that we moved you onto the sofa
downstairs?"

"The sofa, I don't want to sleep."
Mum grabbed my duvet and pillow, as I changed

into my nightie.
I felt more weak than physically sick. But maybe

that would all change? I  didn't want to eat
anything, I wasn't hungry at all. Plus I was too
scared that I'd throw it all up. I  saw TV and videos
for the rest of the afternoon and evening. Very,
very boring, but it was all that I felt capable of
doing, in the state I was in.

The next day, I felt even worse. I  was throwing
up often and had a high fever all day. I  didn't do
anything, I just lay in bed or on the sofa listening to
my CDs, as I didn't even have enough energy to
keep my eyes open to stare at the TV. I just let the
music play, and work itself into my head. As I
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listened to the songs, I thought about stuff. I t  was
great to have time to think. But I just wish that I'd
felt a bit better, so I could do something about my
thoughts. I f  that makes any sense at all.

Several days passed as I just lay in bed or on the
sofa, watching TV or listening to my music. By the
following Monday I felt a lot better, other than
being extremely tired all of the time. The nausea
and loss of appetite, had nearly all gone. I  was
eating a little more each day, as Mum said that if I
didn't eat at all, I'd become weaker and worse. In
the evening, several people phoned for me. Jonna
called, to see how I was. She asked whether she
could come and visit me, but I said that she should
wait a little, as I was still very tired. Then Sam
phoned. He'd phoned last week, several times, but
I wasn't up to talking much, so Mum told him to
ring later in the week, instead. H e  also asked
whether he could come and visit. However much I
longed to see him, I decided it would be wrong to
say yes to him, and not to Jonna. So I decided to
say no, but that I'd call him when I could see him.

Then Marie phoned.
"Vada, is that you? How are you? Are you well?

How was your first treatment? Hmm?" S h e
seemed so enthusiastic. I t  was like she was scared
of silence!
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"It went well, I'm doing well," I answered, trying
to cover most of the questions asked.

"Good, good! So do you want to go swimming
this Wednesday?"

"Yeah, OK, but I'm feeling very tired."
"I know. I  won't overwork you, we'll only do as

much as you feel up to, OK?"
"OK ... Marie? D o  you know somebody,

around my age, called Sara?"
"Sara? Oh yes, Sara Menor. She's a patient who

I swim with. How do you know her?"
"Oh, I don't. I  just saw her at the hospital and,

well, I was intrigued. Is there any way ... actually,
don't worry!"

"Oh, go on, tell me."
"No, honestly, it doesn't matter."
"OK, well, I will pick you up at about 10:30,

OK?"
ep."

"See you then, then."
"See ya."
I was going to ask whether I could meet Sara, but

I sort of changed my mind. That could just be odd.
Plus, I didn't even know her, and she'd probably
just think I was a total freak for getting in contact
with her. Oh well, maybe we'd meet by chance,
one day.
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Later that evening I looked 'chemotherapy' up
in the dictionary. I t  said: 'Chemotherapy —
treatment of a disease by chemical means'.

What did that mean? I t  said nothing about
cancer, nothing about getting better. Oh well, it's a
dictionary. What does it know?! (A lot.) I  closed
the dictionary, and held it for a moment.

"What does it know?" I repeated to myself. I
threw it onto the floor, which it hit with a bang, as
Mum came in.

"What are you doing, Vada?"
"Nothing ... sorry Mum." I  wasn't crying, I was

doing everything but crying. I was just angry! I was
angry that I had cancer and, for some reason, I
blamed it on the dictionary.

I woke up several times that night. Sweating and
hot, I also had bad loss of breath. I had a paper bag
next to my bed which, whenever I'd lose my breath
or have difficulty breathing, I 'd pick up, place
around my mouth and breath into slowly, catching
my breath again. And ,  surprisingly, i t  actually
worked. After a few nights like that, I'd got used to
it, and now I had the paper bag, I didn't feel the
need to wake Mum.

At last Wednesday came. I ' d  been looking
forward to it a lot, as I was longing for a day with a
plan. A t  10:30, the doorbell went. I  opened the
door, and there stood Marie. She took my bag out
of my hand, and said, "Come on!"
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I waved bye to Mum, as I got into the car with
Marie.

"See you soon," Mum said back. "Have fun."
"We will," I answered, as the car zoomed off,

and Marie waved.
"So, what's your favourite stroke?"
"I love breaststroke."
"Great, that's one of my favourites too."
"Is anyone else going to be there?" I asked.
"No, it's just you and me. There will be other

people in the pool, but not people I teach. Is that
OK?"

"Fine."
"Good." The  pool wasn't far away from my

house. About five minutes. I t  was an average size
pool. There were actually two pools — one small,
which was called the 'learners pool', and one called
the 'main pool'. The main pool was cold, but the
learners pool was warm. I t  was always full of little
babies with their mothers. There is a joke that the
pool is so warm because all the little children pee in
it. I  certainly hoped that that joke was not true, as
to my surprise, I  was swimming in the learners
pool.

My swimsuit was a  black one, with orange
stripes on the side. I t  was a 'Speedo' swimsuit.
Mum had recently bought it for me, as I was going
to do swimming weekly.
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I swam for about 30 minutes or so. I did lengths,
and just mucked about for a little. Marie wouldn't
let me go underwater, she said that wouldn't do me
any good at all. I wondered why and realised that it
was probably because I already had a shortage of
breath, and I didn't need to lose any more.

After my swim, Marie bought me a Coke and a
Mars bar, and we sat in the café for about half an
hour, talking. I  told her about Sam and about all
my friends at school. Later, I  asked her, "You
know Sara, well I was wondering whether she was
on the basketball team too?"

"Sara ... Sara Menor, you mean?"
"Yep."
"She is, yes ... Would you like to meet her?" she

said, reading my mind. Mind you, it was probably
a very easy thing to do, as I was always asking after
her.

"I'd love to."
"Well, this Friday, every Friday actually, there is

a practice, and I 'm sure that you'd be very
welcome to come along."

"That would be great," I said.
At that, Mum came through the cafeteria doors,

and I shortly left with her.
"See ya Friday then, 10:30," Marie shouted out

at us.
"Yep, see ya then." For the first time in my life, I

realised how important this treatment was. I
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longed to go for my second treatment, so I could
get better. Why it suddenly hit me then, I don't
really know. A l l  I know is that I am going to get
better whatever it takes, and however long it will
take me. I  felt like me, I felt like I was in charge of
me again, I could make the decisions, and that's
what I did from then on!

I was pretty tired after all that swimming. My
joints were hurting, and my cough was a bit worse.
I saw TV, and read a little. It felt odd to have been
out. I'd gone out with Mum or Dad sometimes, but
that was only to get the shopping ... And even that
seemed a bit ambitious as going swimming was
quite tough and used up a lot of energy. As I
thought about this, I realised that maybe I was
getting a little better and a little stronger, I mean I'd
have to be, to be able to go swimming. I  was
improving. Whether it was a lot or a little I don't
know yet, but I was improving. That counts for
something, doesn't it? I got off the sofa, and ran
into the kitchen where Mum was, as she'd got a day
off work to pick me up.

"What is it? What is it?" Mum said, as I came
running into the room.

"I want to go back to school, Mum, I want to go
back, I feel a lot better," which was a tiny bit of a lie,
but hey, if you compared it with last week, I was
tons better!
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"Vada, you are still very unwell, it's going to take
more than one treatment to get you fully better.
School is out of the question."

"Mum, please, I long to go back to school, to see
my friends and to get back into my normal routine
again, get my life back on track, it would do me
good, Mum."

"Vada, there is no way that you are going back
to school, your routine it going to take a long time
to be the same again, and even if it did help, you'd
become too tired, and sick."

"What do you know, I  don't see you having
cancer! I want to go back, I'm sick of watching TV
constantly, watch ing b o t h  episodes o f
`Neighbours' each day, I'm sick of it, I want to live
my life how it was."

"Vada, don't speak to me that way. It's not my
fault this ... so don't get angry at me. I know this is
hard for you, I  know that you are frustrated at
being home all the time, but you're just not well
enough to go back to school yet."

"It's just so boring."
"Well you're going to be going out swimming

and things with Marie. And if you like, then you
and I could do things together. I can get a few days
off work, and be with you so you don't have to be
alone." Mum looked at me, she was trying so hard,
I should at least give her credit for that. "We could
even get you some school work, which you can do
at home so you can catch up a bit, before going
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back to school. How does that sound, huh?" I
thought about it, it sounded OK.

"But Mum, if I'm going to be doing all that, then
what will the difference be if I went to school."

"Vada, you don't realise it yet, but the thing is
you will become very tired, and going to school will
make you more tired. If you stay at home, you'll be
able to stop doing stuff when you become tired,
and you can rest. Becoming too tired isn't good, as
you have to try and keep strong, for your next
treatment, I mean. Do you get me Vada?" I looked
up, tried hard not to cry, and said:

"Yes, I understand, I just kid myself that there's a
way out, and unfortunately there isn't."

"I know Vada, but I promise that from now on,
I'll try and make it less boring, and then when you
feel up to it, and Dr Miles and Marie think you are
strong enough, you can go back to school. OK?"

"OK." This 'making my own decisions' seemed
a little harder than I'd thought.

S.
I slept OK that evening, but I kept on wanting to cry
for some reason. I suppose I had a reason, but
hadn't I cried enough? I mean, is there a limit on
how much each person is allowed to cry? I don't
really see the point in crying, because all you're
doing is crying in pain, and the next day no one is
ever gonna know that you cried, unless you tell
them. It is a waste of time, though we all still cry. I
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don't know, whatever i t  was, I  felt better the
following morning.

When I went downstairs the table was laid out
beautifully, with candles and pretty serviettes. As I
stepped into the room I realised what day it was, it
was my brother's birthday. I had totally forgotten.
The amount of guilt that swept over me at that
point was indescribable, I'd been too hung up with
my own problems to think about anyone else. I
crept into the kitchen quietly, saw my brother
buttering some toast, with presents surrounding
him. I turned around swiftly and headed back up
the stairs, but as I ran, my Mum called after me. I
stopped to let her speak.

"Where are you going, Vada?"
"I'm such an awful person, Mum, I forgot his

birthday. I've been too hung up with myself to even
think about anybody else! I'm such an idiot!"

"Vada, you're n o t  a t  a l l  a n  idiot, i t ' s
understandable, OK?"

"Stop telling me it's understandable, I 'm a
bitch, I'm a cow, I'm an idiot, I'm so selfish! I hate
myself—I mean, look at me!" I saw Mum look at me
slightly, I remembered looking in the mirror that
morning, I was pale and thin, my face was all white,
and my body was all bony. I hated myself, I was
such an idiot.

"You are none of those things, you are you, you
are Vada. You are sick, and you are working hard
to get better, it's OK."
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"But how could I forget Nick's birthday?" I asked
"What day of the week is it, Vada?" Mum asked.

What a silly question! But then I realised that I
couldn't actually answer it. "Exactly, Vada, i t
doesn't matter that you don't remember the day,
Nick will understand this, OK?" Mum held out her
hand towards me. I was standing three steps up the
stairs. I grabbed her hand as I walked with her to
the kitchen.

"Happy Birthday, Nick."
"Thanks, Vada.'.'
We had a nice breakfast, all four of us, Mum,

Dad, Nick and me. Nick didn't ask about why there
was no present from me. But deep down, I don't
think he needed to.

Later that day, I had an unexpected visit from
Sam. He came at about 4:00, just after school. It
was so nice to see him as it had been a while.

"How are you, Sam?" I asked. He didn't answer
me, instead, he pulled out from behind his back a
beautiful single red rose.

"This is for you," he said, "do you like it?" I
moved quickly forward and kissed him, he didn't
open his eyes, he just stood there. It was so sweet,
he was so sweet.

"I gather that's a 'yes' then?"
"It's beautiful Sam, you are so sweet!" He kissed

me again ... I grabbed his hand, and pulled him up
to my room, we sat on my bed, kissing, for about
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half an hour, with gaps for a couple of words in
between. We didn't do anything naughty, Sam
wouldn't ever pressure me into sleeping with him,
unless I wanted to, which I didn't right now. He
wasn't that sort of guy. Plus, we wouldn't want to
as we were both underage, we were only 15 years
old.

"I have to go ... " he said, still kissing me.
"Don't ... Stay ... I've missed you."
"I have to go, I promised Mum that I'd help with

the supper at 5." We stopped kissing, and Sam got
up off my bed.

"Will you come and see me again?"
"If you want me to, yes I will."
"When?"
"What are you doing on Saturday?"
"Nothing ... "
"Shall I come over then?"
"Sure, what time?"
"Up to you."
"Eleven."
"See you then ... yeah?"
"Yeah." We kissed one last time. As he left I said,

"Thank you for being such a great boyfriend to me,
I don't know what I'd do i f  I didn't have your
support ... you believe in me."
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"I'll see you Saturday," he said, embarrassed
that I had just flattered him quite so much.

"See ya," I whispered, and slumped back onto
my bed, smiled and lay there for a few minutes just
feeling happy and strong.

The next day, Mum was determined to make me
happy, and do something with me, (not that I
wasn't happy enough). We went out for lunch, to
this little café in the centre of town. We had a good
talk, while eating loads. After the meal, Mum took
me to a shop she loved.

"Close your eyes," she said. "Closed?"
"Yep," I answered. I stood for a minute or so,

while she got the lady at the counter to get
something from the back.

"Open," she said. I opened my eyes to see Mum
staring at me, smiling ... I wasn't quite sure what
she'd done. She directed my eyes to my wrist
where a silver bracelet was hanging with seven little
t̀hings' attached to it.

"What is it?" I asked.
"Don't you like it?" Mum answered.
"I love it ... but I'm just not quite sure what it is,"

I sniggered.
"It has seven little symbols hanging from it, each

one represents something that has been happening
or has happened through your life. I have been
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collecting them for ages and was going to give it to
you when you were older, but I decided to give it to
you now." I  looked down at the bracelet, and
studied each symbol closely. Each one was
beautifully made, some were just silver or gold, and
others had a few colours on them.

"Mum, it's beautiful ... they're beautiful."
"I'd hoped you'd like it."
"But it must have taken you ages," I said.
"Well, I put quite a lot of thought into it. But I

had to, to make it more special."
"Thank you." I felt a tear coming to my eye, but I

didn't want to cry, not now, not in public. But it's
impossible to stop tears, so I cried, not too much,
just a little. They were happy tears though. We left
the shop, and headed for the car. I stopped as I
realised what one of the symbols was. It was of a
girl with lots of beautiful hair, she was smiling. It
was the last symbol on the bracelet. The first one
was a little bottle (a baby's bottle), I gather that it
represented my birth. The second symbol was of a
girl holding hands with another girl, they were both
wearing school bags. I realised that it must have
represented me at school, with a friend. The third
symbol was a small cross. That represented my
confirmation and I  suppose my faith in God. It
could also represent the deaths of many people in
my family. The fourth symbol was a small, gold
heart. I had no idea what it represented though.
Maybe a first boyfriend. The fifth symbol was a girl
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with a tear running down her face, I gathered for
when I  found out about my illness. The sixth
symbol was a basketball, for the club I will go to, in
between treatments.

Finally ... The seventh. Simply of a girl smiling.
"They're not in order, they're just things that

have happened, o r  things you like." Mum
hesitated.

"It's so nice. Thank you."
"You can carry on adding to them if you like." I

smiled, and we held hands as we walked towards
the car. We got in and drove to basketball practice.

The silence in the car was nice, it was a warm
silence. It was the sort of silence where you didn't
need to say anything, to carry across your feelings.
I heard from a magazine or something, that the best
sort of friend is one that you can spend an hour or
so with, and barely say anything. Then you can
walk away and feel that you've just had the best
conversation ever. I  suppose it's true. I  let this
silence talk for itself.

When I arrived at basketball, I was so nervous,
what if I made a total fool out of myself? What if the
people there didn't like me? I  went into the
changing room, got a sports-kit on and went out
into the hall. I'd always hated wearing shorts, so I
never did, I  always wore my Adidas tracksuit
bottoms and today I wore a pink top with it, to
brighten myself up a bit.
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I walked out into the large hall and Marie
approached me.

"It's so nice to see you Vada. So, you all set?"
"I suppose so."
"Here, come and meet a few of the team." I

walked over, nearly feeling that I wanted to hide
behind her, but decided to  be strong ... as I
walked, I approached a small crowd of about five
girls and three boys. I looked at each one as Marie
introduced me.

"This is Vada, she's going to join us for a while."
I smiled and she went on, "This is Sally, Erica, Erin,
Tom, John, Phil, Alice and Sara." It was Sara, at
last I'd been able to meet her. I don't know why I
was so eager to meet her in particular, I suppose,
something just really struck out about her.

"Hi," Sara said, after all the other lot had gone
off.

"Hi," I replied. I couldn't believe that's all I said.
"Marie has told me about you."
"Good stuff, I hope."
"Good stuff."
The conversation was drying up, so I said to her,

"I saw you at the hospital before, you have Dr Miles
right?"

"Right, oh yeah, I remember." She seemed so
nice. "So how many treatments have you had so
far?"
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"Only one, how about you?"
"I've had five. Its tiring stuff isn't it?"
"Yeah, you're telling me." I looked at her, she

was wearing some blue shorts and a grey T-shirt
with some sort of logo on it, but I couldn't quite
make out what it was. "What does your T-shirt
say?" She grabbed each corner, pulled it forwards
and read it to me.

"Every third person."
"Why?"
"You really wanna know?"
"Yep."
"Every third person has, o r  gets, cancer

sometime in their life, scary huh?"
"That's so many ... That's awful."
"'Every third person' i s  a  cancer research

campaign, my Mum works for it."
"Oh ... Cool ... "
"What's cool?" she asked
"That your Mum works for it."
"Oh, yeah," she laughed.
We played basketball, then got changed and

then we got a drink. I was getting a lift home with
Marie, so before we left, Marie bought a round of
drinks for everyone at the canteen. Erica, Sally and
John had already gone home, but Sara, Phil, Tom,
Erin and Alice were still there. They all seemed
really nice, but it hurt to think that they all had
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cancer and were ill. What if one of them died?
Hang on ... I am one of them ...

"So, do you wanna meet up sometime? We
could ... I dunno, you could come over?" Sara
said as she stepped into a small, red Renault.

"That'd be great, I'll call you," I  replied and
Marie and I drove off, waving to Sara. Sara must be
about my age, 15, I hadn't actually asked her but I
think so. "How old is Sara?" I asked Marie,

"Sara? Urn ... your age, 15." Marie and I sat in
silence for the rest of the journey to my house,
which was actually quite surprising, as Marie
usually finds it hard to be quiet for more than three
minutes!
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Chapter Five

Coin slots
NOTHING MUCH HAD BEEN HAPPENING THROUGH THE -
two weeks between basketball and my second
treatment. I'd gone to Sara's house after basketball
practice last week, which was totally great. She told
me something that I can't seem to get out of my
head now. It was: "Don't let the cancer win, as
you'll die, not literally, but inside of you, you'll die.
A part of you will just give up and die and then
you'll feel dead. Just don't let that happen, I did,
never again! I f  you fight it, you'll live forever.
Literally? I don't know ... But if you fight it, you'll
live on inside, forever!"

It scared me a bit, I  mean, what if I wasn't
fighting hard enough? What if a part of me did die?
But I suppose, because it had stuck with me, it
meant something to me. Truth probably, just a
scary truth.
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I was more scared this time than the first, my
hands and legs were trembling a bit. My name was
called and I went into Dr Miles' room, thinking to
myself that there were only four more treatments
after this. Only four more!

The next morning was the worst morning ever. I
woke up several times in the night, throwing up
and feeling really hot. But at 8:30 I woke up and
looked down at my pillow. It was covered in hair,
locks of it were just lying there, like dead soldiers! I
screamed, as Mum came running in... I  was
kneeling on my bed just screaming and crying so
loud, you could have heard me on the other side of
the world. Mum took one look at my pillow and just
came to me, she hugged and held me, like I was a
baby in her arms again.

"We knew this could happen, Vada. Try and be
strong."

"I know, I know." I cried so much, I could hardly
get the words out. "I know, I was expecting it, I was
prepared, I  just forced myself to believe that it
wouldn't happen. Then when it does, you feel like
you've just been stabbed in the back, really hard,
really hard."

"I know Vada, I understand." She rocked me,
like I was a baby in her arms.

For the rest of that day, I cried so much my eyes
felt like coin-slots. I didn't want anyone to see me
like this. I had a little hair left, but not much, I felt so
stupid. Mum was great though. I wore a bandanna
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for the day, even thought it didn't suit me at all. But
it was better than looking like an 80-year-old bald
man.

Sam called that evening. I didn't tell him about
my hair, or should I say, my 'not' hair. I should
have told h im though, I  mean h e  i s  m y
boyfriend ... I just, I just, felt really stupid, I mean,
do you blame me?

For the next few days, Sara's friendship and
mine grew. She came to my house often, and I
went to her's. We talked loads.

Today was a Tuesday; she'd invited me over in
the afternoon. I  put on my bandanna, tying it
carefully at the back, put on my favourite clothes
and walked to her house. I was surprised with how
much I managed to do nowadays. I think that all
the sport I was doing was helping to keep me
upright. But I got really tired, really easily, which
wasn't too great, but at least I had found a friend
who was going through the same as me, and really
understood me, which is very hard to find. I felt that
Sam and I understood each other well too, but just
not in the same way, you know?

"Nice to see you, Vada. Come on in," Sara's Mum
said kindly.

"Thanks," I  answered, and stepped into their
house. Sara had the most beautiful house, it was
huge. She had a large room and her garden was
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the size of a football field. I'd love to have a house
like her's.

"Hi, how are you?" Sara asked, coming down
the stairs as she saw me.

"Hiya, I'm fine, how about you?"
"Umm, I'm not too great, but Dr Miles says that it

was expected." Sara had now  had seven
treatment, and she was still not well. I'm worried
she'll never get better.

We walked up to her room, sat down and then
just talked for several hours.

"Are you going to go back to school?" I asked.
"No."
"Why not?"
"Dr Miles says that I am too ill, how about you?"

`Dr Miles says ... Dr Miles says ...' -  is i t  ever
anything else?

"Well, I have been working from home, but it's
just not the same, is it?"

"I tried that, didn't help though, do you reckon
that you will go back though?"

"I hope so," I said.
We talked until about 12:30 at night, but it took

me ages to get to sleep. I wasn't asleep until about
2:00am. I couldn't stop thinking about what we'd
been talking about. Especially about going back to
school. The next day when I got home, I'd ask
Mum and Dad whether I could go back to school.
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"Did you have a good time at Sara's?"
"Yeah, it was good ... Mum?"
"What?"
"Can I go back to school?"
"Vada, you know this isn't up to me."
"So?" there was a pause.
"We'll see. We can talk to Dr Miles and see what

she says."
"OK," I said disappointedly, as I walked up to

my room.
Through the weeks before my third treatment, I

hadn't done much. I had just been counting the
days before my next treatment so we could discuss
going back to school with Dr Miles. She was really
hard to get a hold of, so you could only see her with
a booked appointment. Mum said that there wasn't
much point in seeing her beforehand, as it was only
a couple of weeks until I saw her for my treatment.

Sara and I had got together loads; we had mostly
just sat and talked, for several hours, which had
been great. But Sara had been getting worse and
worse. She couldn't see me as much as before
because she was so weak. One thing I envied about
her was that she hadn't lost her hair, even though
she'd had more treatments than I had. She had
beautiful hair. It was a golden blonde colour, just
past her shoulders. It was so beautiful. I try to avoid
all mirrors nowadays, I was just too scared to see
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myself, I missed my hair. I did have a little hair, but
only in patches and even then, it was very thin, and
hung off looking very dead.

Sam had been away for a week, so I'd only seen
him once or twice and when we did, it wasn't for
very long. I didn't say anything about my hair, he
eventually realised but he was lovely about it. I had
been going t o  basketball every week and
swimming twice a week; I was doing great, or at
least, that's what Marie said. I  was the best at
scoring on our basketball team. We had played
against Birmingham and Bristol, and we had
beaten them both, pretty good huh? I was pretty
chuffed as I'd scored most of the baskets. I was sure
I was on the mend and today was just to back my
thoughts up.

"Vada, come in," Dr Miles said, directing me
and Mum to her room. "Have a seat."

"Thank you," Mum said.
"Before we go ahead with your treatment, I have

some good news." It was odd, because she hadn't
even noticed that I'd lost my hair. We both smiled,
as Dr Miles said this, "I have got some results back
from your tumour tests, and they show that it is
shrinking considerably, you are well on the mend."
She smiled as she handed me an X-ray photo
thing. "This is your tumour here," she said,
pointing to a smallish grey splodge in the middle of
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my chest in the picture. "This is how your tumour
used to be." She said, pointing to a larger grey
splodge. I was no doctor, but I could tell myself how
it had shrunk. "I'm very pleased with how this is
going. Well done!"

"Will I still have to have all six treatments?" I
asked hopefully.

"I'm afraid it's too early to say, but I'd expect so
as we don't want to risk underdoing it and it would
be silly not to really get rid of it. But think, after this
treatment, you are half-way through!" I  smiled
effortlessly as Mum held out her hand, grabbed
mine, squeezed it and gave me a wink.

"Shall we start, Vada?"
"Yeah." I got up and headed for the doctor's

bed/trolley thing.
"Can you please remove that bandanna." I

looked over at Mum, she smiled and I slowly untied
it at the back and placed it next to me on the bed.
Dr Miles didn't say anything to me about my loss of
hair, but she gave me a sympathetic smile instead.

I swallowed a number of pills and felt needles
being slowly prodded into me; she took tests and
X-rays too. I didn't feel quite so sick this time, I
suppose the good news that I  was improving
strengthened me in some way.

Just before we left Mum asked D r  Miles
something that had totally slipped my mind.
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"Do you think Vada is well enough to go back to
school?"

"I think that it could be good for Vada, yes. But
it's totally up to how much she feels capable of." I
smiled, and jumped up and down with joy inside of
me.

"That's great," M u m  said, noticing m y
excitement.

When I got home, I couldn't stop thinking about
going back to school. But hold on, what will people
think? Especially as I've lost most of my hair, will
they laugh at me? As I thought about it, I decided to
ring Sara, I hadn't spoken to her for a couple of
days anyway. She'd know what to say and do, I
could rely on her. My head was hurting and my
stomach aching, but when I closed my eyes the
pain drifted. I picked up the receiver and dialled
each digit carefully.

"Hello," Sara's Mum answered.
"Hi, can I speak to Sara please?"
There was a long pause, then, "Is that Vada?"

Sara's Mum gave a small sniff.
"Yes ... Is everything OK?" I  asked, knowing

that it wasn't, as the tone of her voice was so low
and sad.

"I'm afraid it's not OK "  I gulped and found
myself having a struggle to breathe.

"Why?" I  asked, trying to be strong, but you
could tell by my voice that I wasn't.
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"Vada ... Sara passed away during the night,
she died in her sleep." I had no idea what to say,
and felt my eyes filling up like buckets.

"Peacefully?" I asked, struggling to get the words
out.

"Peacefully," she answered. "Vada, will you be
alright?"

"No ... no, I don't think I will."
"Thank you for calling."
"Bye." I know it seemed rude not to give my

sympathies to her, but I couldn't. I just ... couldn't.
I lowered the receiver and placed it on the

handset.
I cried and screamed, I screamed really loudly.

My head was spinning round and round like a
roundabout and my stomach was hurting so much I
could barely breathe.

"Vada, what is it?" Mum came running into the
room and hugged me.

"It's Sara, she died in the night ... Sara, she
died, SHE DIED!"

"Shhhh S h h h h  ... It's OK ... It's OK."
"No it's not Mum, it 's not OK, Sara was

Sara ... there was no one like Sara, we understood
each other like no one else, and now she's
gone ... I don't think I can handle it anymore, why
can't I die too." My Mum started to cry, but she •
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refused to let the tears show, she didn't want me to
see her like that.

"Don't say that, Vada, how could that help?"
"I would be out of pain, I would be with Sara, I

could keep her company."
"Vada, don't say that ... please don't."
"I'm sorry ... But I just want to be alone right

now." Mum nodded as she let go of me. I walked
away, upstairs to my room, and I don't think I came
back out for the next 36 hours. Mum insisted on
talking to me, but I didn't want to, my brother and
Dad even tried too, but I still wouldn't ... I didn't
want to. My meals would be left outside my door
and I'd take them in, a little while after they were
placed there. I would only eat half of the food, I
wasn't ever that hungry. All I did all day was cry, I'd
block out the light and would sit on my beanbag in
the far corner of my room and cry.

But that afternoon I was looking through my box
which I kept special things in. I was flicking through
the various amounts of letters when I came across
one from Sara, which she'd written after we'd had
a talk about feeling lonely. I read it to myself:

" Please try and remember that you need
the people around you, you need them to
keep strong, don't punish them by blocking
them out.
As well as you needing them, they need you,
please remember this and remember that I
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love you and always will ... "

I felt like she was next to me, saying this. It was
exactly what I was doing, I was blocking my family
out, they hadn't done anything wrong. Again,
Sara's words came to me and stuck with me. That
evening I emerged from my bedroom, and went to
see my Mum. She was sitting on her bed, crying,
but when she saw me she smiled and cried happily.
I sat with her fo'r several minutes ... nothing was
said, but it felt like I'd had the best conversation in
all my life.

I had missed basketball and swimming sessions
and was feeling quite a bit worse. We went to. see
Dr Miles the next day, as luckily she had a
cancellation. She gave me some sleeping tablets
which would help me sleep, I was nearly positive
that they wouldn't work. But that night I slept so
well an orchestra couldn't have woken me. The
next few days were hell, I was so depressed and
down that my body was collapsing. Dr Miles came
to see me several times to check on me because my
Mum was so worried, but there wasn't really much
she could do.

The following day was Sara's funeral. I'd been
asked whether I'd like to speak, but I had said no.
Mum stuffed me with paracetamols and vitamins as
we headed off to church. I was wearing a long black
skirt, a pink shirt with a black jacket covering it. I
was still crying. I don't think I had actually stopped
for the past five days.
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When the time came, everyone walked around
the coffin in an orderly line just like Sara would've
done. A large bouquet of red and white flowers lay
on top of the coffin lid. I placed my pink rose on the
coffin and said, "Thank you Sara ... Goodbye." It
was all I managed to say, but to be quite honest, it
felt just right.

Then the speeches came, several were made,
tears were shed and music was played. I had an
urge to say something, to get up there and speak, to
talk about one of the greatest people I had ever
met. I got out of my seat at the end of the song. 'I
believe' had been played beautifully on the organ,
with the choir singing to it. And the vicar nodded
me up to the front.

"Sara and I always loved that song," I began.
"We'd sing it when we were alone, whether we
were walking down the street or were trying to get
to sleep." I  was standing by the altar, facing a
congregation of about 200 people. "Sara and I just
clicked. She'd know what I was thinking before I
had even thought it myself. There was no one who
could understand the friendship we had. We would
often just sit in silence for several minutes but then
walk away feeling like we'd just had the best
conversation in the whole world. I love her and will
never forget her, ever! She made me realise things,
which no one else could, even after her death. I
found a letter she'd written to me several weeks
back. If it wasn't for that letter I don't think I would
be standing here today. I might well have just been
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cooped up in my room with no light and no
company. But instead, I am here, saying goodbye
to someone that I love so much."

I looked around the church as I heard a man
stand up and clap, then some more, then some
more, until the whole room was filled with
sound ... I didn't want applause, I just wanted her
to be remembered, but I  think they all knew
that ... I think they were all just saying their good
byes too.

That evening I barely cried at all. The pain was
still there, but I just felt better, I felt like I'd properly
said goodbye, I  felt at ease. I  slept quite well,
especially if you compared it with the last week.
The next day I had quite an unexpected phone call
from Mrs Landport. She hadn't spoken to me for
ages and I hadn't spoken to her for a while too. I
told her about Sara, she was really nice about it all.

"So are you at school?" I asked her.
"Yes, I have a free period," she said.
"I'm going to come back to school soon, cool

huh?"
"That's great!"
"I know, I can't wait."
"When do you think you'll come?"
"Umm ... maybe in a week or so, it's just that

I'm pretty tired and I don't want to overdo it by
getting myself into too much, you know?"
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"You seem very sorted and independent, well
done. I'm looking forward to seeing you," she said,
in a very teacherly way, but nicely.

"Me too," I  said, and at that our phone call
ended. It was nice to talk to her. After the phone
call, school was on my mind again. I  pictured
myself as 'normal' again. I missed everyone and
the more I thought about it, the more I wanted to
go. "Mum?" I  shouted, as I jumped effortlessly
down the stairs.

"What?"
"When can I go back?"
"To where?" she asked.
"School."
"Umm, I don't know, it depends on how you're

feeling."
"I'm feeling great!"
"Oi, young lady! Don't lie! I mean, you've been

very unwell just in the last week. Going back now is
a little ambitious."

"Well, when then?"
"Next week." I jumped up and hugged Mum so

tightly I think I stopped her blood circulation.
"That's great! Oh Mum, I love you!"
"But that doesn't mean you can overdo things

now. I want you to rest lots this week and then you
can go back with a bit more energy."
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"Sure, whatever!" I  didn't care what the
conditions were just as long as I could go back.

I ran up to my room, took out my diary and
started to write:

Dear Diary,
Guess what? I'M GOING BACK TO
SCHOOL! I  don't think I have ever been
quite so pleased about going to school. I t
means I'm getting better and it means I'm
going to become better. Which is really
great.
But Sara died. Which is just really
depressing. I  don't think my pain is ever
going to go away, but ... I  suppose she's out
of pain and with God, in the sky, probably
having the best time of her life. But ...
miss her.
Bye, .Vada

I closed my diary and paused, then I slammed it
down on  the floor, creasing the pages and
damaging the spine. I started to cry. My tears fell
like raindrops. I felt like a grey cloud in the sky. I
wondered what Sara was doing now. I just sat in
my chair fo r  several minutes just weeping
quietly ... thinking about Sara. It's weird how I can
be so happy, but then sad, really quickly. I don't
think I like it! Why did she die, even when we
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prayed so much! Why did God take her away from
us? From the people who loved her!

The phone went and I answered it.
"Hello?"
"Hi Vada, its Sam."
"Sam ... where are you? It's 1:30, you should

be in school," I said, in a motherly, but caring tone.
"I am."
"What?" I said, a little confused.
"I'm in the boys' toilets, on my mobile. I said to

Miss that I needed the toilet but actually I just
wanted to talk to you. I can't stop thinking about
you ... Maths is the last thing on my mind!"

"You'll be dead if you're caught!"
"I don't care ... talk to me, I want to know how

you are. I called last week but your Mum said that
you weren't speaking to anyone."

"Yeah, I'm sorry about that," I interrupted him.
"What was wrong?" There was a pause while I

tried to work out how to put it.
"Sara, you know her right?"
"Yeah."
"Well, she died ... " I refused to cry. I had to

learn to say even just her name without crying.
"I'm so sorry ... Are you OK?"
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"Not really, but I'll "  I was about to say I'll
live, but that would just be the wrong phrase to use
in this case. I  corrected myself, "  I ' l l  be OK.
Guess what!" I said, on a happier note.

"What?"
"I'm coming back to school next week."
"Oh my God, that's great, can I tell people?"
"If you like ... but isn't that just great?"
"Yeah, it's great! I can't wait to be able to see

you, every single day!"
"Same."
"Oh crap ... someone's coming. I ' d  better

go ... I'll call you. Love you."
"Love you too, oh and good luck!" And at that,

he went. I  felt so lucky to have him, nearly too
lucky ...

The next day was a Wednesday, I was meant to
be going to basketball, but I wasn't sure whether I
could handle it without Sara there. But hey, you
can't mess with Marie, she'd rung that morning, to
say that she was picking me up at 3:00 and then
she just went. I don't think Marie likes going deep,
but I suppose she can't too much, as she's around
people like Sara and me all week. I don't think I
could ever do her job. The doorbell went at 3:00,
like she'd promised. I grabbed my bag and left.

When I got there, I was quiet and didn't say
much to anyone. Erica and Alice were trying hard
to make friends with me and include me in their
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group, but it just wasn't the same. They hadn't
been as good friends with Sara as I had, but they
knew her. I don't think they quite understood how
sad I was. They were trying, and I should've at least
given them credit for that, but I still felt alone.

Basketball practice was OK, but only OK. When I
got home I didn't do much. I had some supper and
watched some TV... very boring. I was longing to
go back to school, to be with my friends and stuff,
then I realised that I could, in a few days I could. It
may not seem that exciting to you, but I have done
nothing but sitting around thinking ... I am just
longing to wake up to a day with a plan. When I
remembered I could go back, I got excited again
and decided to ring Jonna, who I hadn't spoken to
for so long.

"Hiya, how are you?" she said as I said 'hi'. "I
haven't spoken to you in ages!".

"Me, well, I'm not so bad. You?"
"Other than that I miss you, I'm OK ... Can I see

you?"
"Umm "  I paused, I couldn't decide whether

to tell her I was coming back to school or whether
to leave it as a surprise. I decided to tell her. "Well,
you can see me next week, I'm coming back to
school."

"That's so cool! So has the cancer g "  She
paused, a very Jonna thing to do.
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"My cancer is going, yes," I said, finishing off her
sentence for her.

"What day?"
"I don't know yet ... I suppose I'll just have to

surprise you."
"Great! I'll see you next week, yeah?"
"Yeah." And the phone call finished. The more I

talked to Jonna, the more I missed Sara. It's just
that Sara was so much more open, and could say
things freely, like me. But Jonna was too scared
she'd upset me to say anything, which actually
really annoyed me. But I  suppose everyone's
different. Which I  suppose is quite good ... just
annoying. But I can't complain, I  can't imagine
how boring it would be if everyone was the same,
oh man! I stopped that thought, and went to bed.

I slept OK, I suppose, not for that long, but I slept
without too many bad dreams eating my mind up.
The next few days went by slowly, even though I
tried to fill them up with exciting things to do... it
didn't quite work. I was feeling a bit better than I
had a month ago. I was either improving or I had
just got used to feeling sick, one of the two (but I'm
hoping it was the first one!)
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Chapter Six

Back on track
TUESDAY CAME. THE DAY MUM HAD SAID I COULD
start school. I  woke up at 7:00 sharp, washed the
little hair I had left, got dressed and then I packed
my bag, had some breakfast, and walked down to
school. The fresh air circulated in my lungs as I
breathed it in slowly. I  hadn't walked this way to
school for so long that it felt like a totally new
experience, even though I knew it back to front.
The wind blew my bandanna up and down as
though the wind was playing with it. And the birds
whistled as I  walked past them. N o  one was
around — well, not many people anyway. B u t  I
liked it that way. I could be alone for a few minutes
until I entered the havoc of school.

I slowly approached school. Nervously I went
through the gates as people looked at me, maybe
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just in a normal way, or maybe they were staring. I
don't know. I  was too paranoid to know. People
greeted me from either side. The  word 'hello!'
started to ring in my ears. Lots of them were just
speaking to me anonymously. I  stopped walking,
caught my breath, and told myself that nothing had
changed, not even I had changed. "Vada," I heard
a voice call. I  turned around expecting to see Sam,
but instead it was Jonna. " I  didn't know you were
coming today."

"Well, here I am."
"I like your bandanna, it suits you." Is that all

she noticed? M y  bandanna had me i n  it! She
came over and hugged me tight and said, "I have
missed you."

"I have missed you too." As I said it, I realised
that I had missed her. I  just hadn't had time to
think about her, and • when I  did I  was just
comparing her with Sara. Now Sara had gone,
Jonna was Jonna, and there was no one to
compare her with.

I looked around the school, picking out the
things I liked and ignoring the things I didn't. No
wonder I had missed it here. I  had not been here
for about three and a half months. "Do you know
where Sam is?" I asked eagerly.

"He's in the class room."-
"Do you mind if I go and see him?"
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"Sure." We walked together to my form room.
The fear that swept upon me as I walked down that
corridor was indescribable. I  pushed the door and
entered. I  dragged my eyes quickly around the
room and saw Sam flicking through a magazine.
He wasn't reading it at all, just pretending to, like
you do, you know ... when you don't want to be
talked to. H e  looked upset. I  knew I'd surprise
him, maybe cheer him up, if I went over.

"Sam," I said, waving my hand in front of his
face.

"Vada ... Hi! Umm ... you're here."
" I know, ... isn't it great?"
"Yeah," he said, effortlessly.
"You could seem a little more pleased," I said

cheerfully, frying to make him smile. "Sorry, it's
great ... It really is." I  whispered to Jonna to give
Sam and me a minute. She went and talked with
Marjorie and a couple of other friends. I sat down
next to Sam, put my hand on his knee, and looking
into his eyes, said, "What's wrong?"

"I need to talk to you." He got up and grabbed
my hand. I  followed as we walked outside, and
leaned against the bicycle railings in the courtyard.
He looked at me deeply. People were running
about and shouting around us. B u t  we were
together. The sound was just a muffle, which we
peacefully ignored.
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"Well," I said, prompting him to tell me what was
wrong.

"I'm scared, Vada."
"Of what?" There was a long pause as he

thought about what to say. " G o  on," I  said,
prompting him again.

"I'm scared that I'll lose you, and I've been
scared to tell you that in case I'd upset you. And I
didn't want to upset you. I  love you, I really do, I
love you." He spoke in a rushed 'trying to get it
over and done with' tone. "I've thought about you
so much. I've even found it hard to concentrate in
lessons. I've missed you. Without you here."

"I'm here now," I interrupted.
"Let me finish."
"Sorry," I said.
"I've been bottled up. I  haven't had people to

talk to. I feel like I am about to pop and overflow if I
don't let this all out."

"Then let it all out. I am listening."
"There's not so much to tell, just that I've found

it hard. I  think you are so strong and brave
compared to me, who is just weak and stupid."

"You're not stupid, not at all."
"Well, I feel stupid," he said.
"Don't."
He smiled and went on. " I  feel a bit like I've

been in your shoes, going through it all with you."
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"Maybe that's because you have been going
through it all with me. You've never left me, Sam."

"But I feel like a failure."
"Just by you telling me all this shows that you

are not a failure. You are the opposite. Without
you, I'd be lost. I  would probably not be here, as
I'd have just let myself give up. Do you get me?"
He smiled and put his arms around me.

"I'm glad you're back, don't leave me," he said.
"Same to you," I said. I felt his salty tear touch

my lip, as he kissed me.
I don't think I  ever realised how sweet and

sensitive Sam actually is. H e  is so truthful and
caring. I  now realise that I had actually put him in
quite a hard situation. I  mean I had just talked
about me nearly all the time. H e  would sit and
listen, soaking it in like a wet cloth. He must have
found it pretty hard. But I hadn't let myself think
about that, I 'd been too busy with myself. I f
anybody was the failure, it was me and me only. I'd
been selfish. But I felt like our talk had helped even
though I'd thought there was no problem before. I
felt different inside. I  felt like Sam had just ... had
just come again and refreshed and strengthened
me.

The lessons were pretty boring but I didn't care.
I was back in school where every teenager should
be when they are 15. I  had history after lunch,
which excited me in some way, as I could see Mrs
Landport. She'd always been like an extra mother
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to me, but also a brilliant teacher and friend.
People greeted me all day long, even people I'd
never liked, or who had never liked me. But they
were still nice to me. I t  annoyed me in a way as I
got the distinct impression they were only being
nice to me because I was ill and could die. I  felt
isolated with that feeling. As I saw Mrs Landport
she came over and shook my hand and hugged
me.

"It's so nice to have you back, Vada," she said in
a kind teacher voice.

"It's nice to be back," I said.
As I sat down and the class got to work, I looked

at my bracelet dangling off my wrist. There was a
symbol missing. It was the one of me coming back
to school. I  remembered what Mum had told me,
"You can add more symbols if you like." I  picked
up a paperclip on the table and fastened it to my
bracelet. I  thought that went well. Odd, but it was
my step forward.

That afternoon we had assembly. I  went in
silently and sat down. I  nearly dozed off in Mr
Smith's talks, they are so boring. Mr Smith is our
headmaster. He is the most boring teacher I think I
have ever met in all of my life. He just blabs on
even if people don't listen. He doesn't seem to care
at all though.

Then in the middle of a sentence I heard my
name. I  looked up, stopped fiddling with my ring,
and listened carefully.
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"Vada has joined us again after being quite
unwell. And just to welcome her back, we would
like to give her something. Vada, if you would like
to come up." People stared at me as I got up and
untangled myself through the mess of bags and
chairs lined up all messy on the ground. I  walked
forward to the front. Two girls in the year below me
came from the side of the hall and handed me a
bouquet of  flowers and a  large card. I  was
speechless. I didn't say a thing, other than, "Thank
you".

The card was full o f  signatures, from each
person in my year and all the teachers. I  was
gobsmacked, i f  also a  l itt le annoyed that
everybody knew about my illness. But I have to
admit that I was touched.

When I got home that evening I didn't do much
other than stare at my card, reading each small
message carefully. Many were from people who
didn't like me, or so I thought. I wasn't quite sure
why they signed it if they didn't like me. But I
suppose they were just being friendly, i t  just
seemed a bit odd ... you know.

I was so glad to be back at school. It was so nice
to have my 'normal' routine back on track ... and
knowing that I had to wake up for school in the
morning. Before, I would just wake up and spend
the day feeling sorry for myself. And I can't say that
helped me to get better. Being back at school was a
positive feeling which made me think very much
ahead.
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School went by as usual. I spent a lot of my time
doing homework, writing e-mails, and talking on
the phone, mostly to Sam, but also a bit to Jonna.
Our friendship grew. We  became more relaxed
around each other, and she could speak more
openly about things on her mind. I  don't know
what changed, but I didn't care. I t  was just nice to
have each other.

let
Each Saturday I would go to basketball practice,
and swimming after school on Friday. I  thought
how sad i t  was going to be to have to stop
basketball club and swimming. Marie and I get on
well, not just as my instructor, but also as a good
friend. Even though she doesn't like going deep,
she's lovely. But for the first time on Saturday I saw
Marie at the side of the court looking pretty down.
In the break I went over and talked with her.

"Are you OK?" I asked.
"Me? I'm OK ... I'm OK," she lied.
"Sure?".
There was a pause as she asked me, "Do you

miss Sara?"
"Yes, yes I do, very much ... Do you?"
"Yes, I  do." I  realised what was on her

mind ... Sara. I  had never thought about how it
must be for her when one of us dies. She must feel
pretty sad and let down. She works so hard to keep
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us well, and then when one of us dies she must feel
pretty bad.

Marie went on as though she was reading my
mind.

"I worked so hard with Sara. I  was so positive
and sure she would make it. And then she doesn't.
Maybe I worked her too hard. Do you think?"

"No, I don't think you did. Without you she
probably wouldn't even have made it through a
couple of treatments. You  are our inspiration to
get better, Marie. And without you I don't know
where we would be."

"You're r ight ... I don' t  know about the
inspiration bit, but hey I suppose my job is to help."

"Exactly," I said. She smiled and I got up.
"Do you reckon she is happy where she is?"

Marie asked me.
"I reckon she is  having . the time o f  her

life ... Don't you?"
"Yes, I suppose I do."
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Chapter Seven

A little different but
the same

THREE MONTHS PASSED. THEY WENT BY QUITE QUICKLY
really, now that I was back at school. I worked
hard at school, even though I found it quite hard
to concentrate sometimes. I worked as hard as I
could. I  carried on going to basketball and
swimming, but each week I did a little less. Marie
said that I could carry on being in the basketball
team if I liked. But I wasn't sure if I wanted to.
Would it not seem a little odd to be constantly
around people who had cancer, when I didn't? I
thought the more I was away from that maybe the
better. But I had this feeling inside of me that I
wanted to help people who go through what I was
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going through ... I wanted to help them in some
way. But I didn't know how."

The next day was to be my sixth treatment, and
hopefully my last one. But I was trying not to keep
my hopes too high. I  was so close to the end, so
close ... just hoping that all would be well after
tomorrow. That evening I sat and saw some telly.
It was a Thursday, and because I was not going to
school the next day,. I didn't need to do my
homework, which was cool. I  talked to Sam and
Jonna on the phone ... but I  wasn't in a very
sociable mood. So I didn't talk for very long. I slept
OK that night even though it took me quite a while
to get to sleep.

I woke up at about 9:30.
On good days I wake up and look at myself in

the mirror, and see a face, a blank face. But my big ,
hazel eyes stand out, my small simple lips, and my
`normal' nose. But on bad days I wake up, look in
the mirror, quickly turning my face away, avoiding
the so-called 'disgusting' reflection. My eyes look
horrible, they are all cried out, bloodshot and red.
And my nose looks really big, and my lips ... my
lips look horribly un-kissable. I only notice what I
want to notice and everything else looks how I
`want' it to look. Other days I wake up and think
how what I have been going through has helped
me to be stronger. But on other days I wake up and
hit my mirror, remembering all I had gone through,
all I'd experienced and all I'd hated.
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I am getting better, because I am having more
good days than bad, b u t  memories never
disappear, everything I  have gone through will
stick with me forever ... even if I get better.

My treatment was at 11:30, so I had quite a
while.

"Morning," Mum said as she came in  and
opened my curtains. T h e  sun was shining.
"Morning," I groaned.

"Sleep well?" Mum asked as she came over and
brushed her hand against my cheek. " O K  I
suppose ... You?"

"Fine. We'll leave at 11:00. OK?"
"OK." I was pleased that it would soon be over,

but also scared ... What if I went there and I still
wasn't well? W h a t  i f  I  had to  have more
treatments? Wha t  i f  my tumour was growing
again? I  don't think I could handle that, but I
suppose whatever happens I shouldn't give up, as I
am so close to the end.

When we got there we had to wait for several
minutes, which just made the whole scaredness
thing a little scarier.

"Sorry that you've had to wait," Dr Miles said,
walking with us to her room.

"Don't worry," Mum said, holding my hand. We
sat down around her desk as usual and she started
to speak.

"How are you feeling today then?"
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"OK."
"Good." There was a pause as Dr Miles flicked

through some files to find mine. "I'm afraid there's
been some bad news."

"Am I OK?" I asked, worried. I  looked around
the room noticing for the first time how small it
actually was. I  felt claustrophobic and small, and I
wanted to get out.

"Can I have some water?" I asked, interrupting
her first words.

"Yes, of course." She got up and went to the
corner of the room where she poured me a cup of
water from one of those machines they have in
places like that. "Here," she said, handing the cup
to me.

"Go on," Mum prompted her. I  could tell by
Mum's face that she was nervous, more nervous
than I was by the looks of it.

"Yes, I  have been watching Vada's tumour
closely, and I am afraid, we have found that your
tumour is growing again."

"What does that mean?" Mum asked.
"It means that this won't be your last treatment."
"Are you saying I won't get better," I asked.

"Are you saying I'll never recover?"
"I'm not saying that at all ... I'm positive that we

can get you better. It 's just going to take a little
longer than we had originally planned."
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"How much longer?" Mum asked.
"Another two treatments or so." H e r  voice

seemed shaky, as though she felt guilty and was
scared to tell the truth. "I 'm very sorry. I  bet you
came today overjoyed that it was going to be your
last treatment. I 'm sorry I ruined that."

"It's not your fault. I ' l l  be fine. I'm just a little
disappointed - not in you, more in myself - that's
all." I  looked down at the floor picking out the
colourful patterns on the carpet.

"Don't blame yourself. You can't control how
much it grows. We can only try to control it, and I
am positive that in the next two months you will be
better."

"I hope so," I said, and we went on with the
treatment. I couldn't believe I was going to have to
come two more times. I  was so annoyed ... With
no one but myself. I  barely felt sick at all after this
treatment. I had a headache, and my tummy hurt a
bit, but I was OK. I felt better than I thought I would
after that news, but worse than I thought I would
before I heard that news, thinking that this would
have been my last one.

I didn't want to go to school on Monday. I lied to
Mum that I felt sick, but she could see through me.
She was my Mum, she knew me so well ... I
couldn't fool her. I  just did not want people to
know I wasn't better. I  was sick of all the sympathy
people gave, s ick  o f  people w h o  hated
me ... Pretending to care. I  just hated it ... I just
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didn't want to go back. Maybe the people had
nothing to do with it, maybe I was just on a low.
But it certainly felt like they did. I  spent bits of the
weekend writing music and songs. But most of the
time I spent just sitting alone watching TV and
depressing myself even more. I  had a tendency to
play depressing music, to purposely depress me
even more. My life just felt like a never-ending
journey. I  was getting tired, I needed to stop and
rest, I needed a break. But I couldn't. .

S i

"So, when you put a spatula of sugar into this
beaker of water, what do you think will happen?
Vada, would you like to answer that for us?" Mrs.
Granes' chirpy voice was just a muffle as I sat
slouched over the small table, which I shared with
several others. I  just grunted. "Vada, what will
happen?" Her chirpy voice was a little less chirpy
this time.

"Dunno," I answered unhelpfully.
"Vada, can you sit up and listen!" I  sat up and

closed my eyes, blocking out all sound and light
from my mind. I was slipping at school more than I
was slipping in myself ... If I would just make more
of an effort, then maybe I could get better quicker.
But I just couldn't, I couldn't be bothered, I'd given
up ... I'd stupidly given up!
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"Vada, what is wrong with you?" Sam asked,
waving and clicking his fingers in front of my face,
as I sat staring at nothing in the courtyard.

"There's nothing wrong with me, just shut up!"
"Don't give me that crap. There obviously is. I

feel as if I have been left in the lurch. Just tell me."
"Look, I'm not better. In fact I am worse. I  have

to have two more treatments." There was a pause
as he grabbed my hand and pulled me up, kissing
me hard. I  could hear a couple of people cheering
in the background, taking the mick as I kissed him
back.

"Why didn't you tell me ... can't you trust me
anymore?"

"I do trust you; I just can't handle this anymore.
I just want to give up," I explained.

"You can't give up."
"Too late, I already have." I could tell I had said

the wrong thing. I  could tell that I'd hurt him. "I'm
sorry, you know I don't want to give up, it's just
hard."

"I can't lose you Vada. You've made me
understand so much about myself ... That I never
knew."

"No, you've found it out. I  have just been
there," I said.

"Please can't you understand this, can't you
please just try?" His voice was a little shaky.
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"I'll try," I said. Whether I would actually try was
another matter. We will just have to see.

For the rest of the week I ate very little, making
myself low on purpose. I  didn't really speak to
anyone but Sam. Sam was great, even though I
wasn't trying. He didn't like that, but he still stuck
by me. S o  did everyone else, just Sam was
different, you know. Bu t  then on Monday I felt
different. I  can't explain. It was indescribable how
I felt. Something inside was different. I t  was a bit
like the devil had been kicked out and an angel had
been let in. It was odd, but nice. I  felt happy, or at
least happier. I  felt better. But it was impossible, I
couldn't have been better, m y  tumour was
growing, for crying out loud, not shrinking. I t  was
impossible that I was better. It was impossible. Yet
I felt different. I  felt just right again.

I went to school, and laughed and talked as I
always had before I became ill. I listened in lessons
and I spoke to people at break. I t  was as though I
was back to my old self, as if I was Vada again. On
Wednesday I went to Jonna's house. Marjorie,
Claire, Sam, Tom and Emily all came too. Tom
and Claire are going out. Emily fancies Tom, but
Claire doesn't know. I t ' s  a  very complicated
situation. But it felt nice to be back in it all. We saw
a movie and talked, just mucking about really. Sam
had never really been a part of our group, but it felt
right to invite him along that night, and it actually
went very well. I  could totally relax and be myself
around them all. Sam was the only one who really
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knew what was going on with me. Jonna knew a
bit but not as much as Sam. I  told Sam I felt better
and he seemed really pleased and happy. I
suppose it was better than me being in a low and
starving myself. St i l l ,  he did seem very much
happier.

"Are you alright?" Sam asked as we got a drink
from the kitchen during a break in the film. "I'm
fine, I'm great," I said, nodding.

"Good, I'm so pleased you are feeling happier. I
could hot bear seeing you so sad any longer."

I smiled and kissed him softly. "Did you know
that I think I love you?"

"No, but I do now. Did you know that I think I
love you?"

"No, but I do now," I said, kissing him again.
Sam was a part of me feeling better. If I didn't have
Sam I would be more depressed than ever. Just the
feeling of having someone who loves you, as you
love them, is quite indescribable. But it was nicely
indescribable.

For the rest of that evening Sam and I passed
smiles across the room as everyone talked. There
were times when he and I would just block out
everyone else and talk to each other through
smiling and eye contact. I t  was as if we were
reading each other's minds. A n d  to be quite
honest, I think we were.

S
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About another two weeks passed with Sam and I
head over heels in love ... we spent all our spare
time together, seeing each other whenever we
could. We would sometimes just sit together
holding each other, not saying anything. It was just
that feeling. Being in his arms ... I was safe ... And
happy.

Then on Monday I  went in for my seventh
treatment. Nothing in particular happened that was
different, just normal routine ... Dr Miles took
some X-rays and all sorts of tests, the most tests I
have had in a while.

"See you in a month Vada," Dr Miles said.
"Bye," I  said, and Mum and I left and went

home. I was so used to having chemotherapy that it
was now just a monthly routine, it was like school.
Something I had to do until it was over.

But on Thursday evening we got a phone call. It
was Dr. Miles "We need you and Vada to come in,
we need to talk to you," she said to my mother in a
steady voice.

"When?" Mum asked.
"Tomorrow afternoon or Monday, whichever

suits you best."
"Tomorrow, please."
"OK, we'll see you then."
"Bye," Mum said, putting down the phone

slowly and looking puzzled.
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"What is it, what is it?" I said jumping up and
down.

"That was Dr Miles. She wants us to come in,
she has some news for us."

"Do you think I'm OK?" I asked worried.
"I'm sure everything will be fine, I am sure it will

all be fine."
That night I slept pretty badly, I was so scared.

What if I was really ill and could die? What if one
more treatment were not enough? I  hate it, how I
can be so happy and then so down. I  didn't
understand, and I didn't think I could wait so long
to find out either.

I didn't go to school the next day, Mum said it
was best to stay at home, and then we would go to
the hospital later that afternoon.

I met up with my curate in the morning. He
prayed with me. He prayed that everything would
turn out OK. Let's just hope it will.

I cried as we prayed. The thought that God
gave his only son so that all of us could live is a
painful thought, but quite wonderful. There is no
one like God really. I  can turn to him whenever,
whatever, even if it's at 3:00 in the morning.
There is no one else I can turn to at that time in
the morning. It's quite amazing. But sometimes I
get scared, and doubt. What if he doesn't exist?
But I suppose that all I can do is believe. I just
hoped it would be good news that afternoon,
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because I needed my faith in God. Because when
you go through something like I  was going
through, it was hard to keep believing ... I just
hoped God performs a miracle, 'cause I'm not
quite sure how much more of this I can take.

I had called Sam early the same morning, just
before he left for school. He 'd  rung the night
before, and I had explained then what was going
on. H e  seemed scared himself. B u t  now the
conversation was good. H e  wasn't really a
believer in God, but he respected my beliefs and
was prepared to listen to me talking about God.
Which I  thought was quite amazing. H e  was
there which was important.

Four o'clock came, and I suddenly realised how
scared I was. When I got into the car to get there I
was shaking. My  hands were jumping and I had
butterflies in my tummy.

"Are you OK?" Mum asked.
"I'm really scared."
"Try not to worry. We are going to find out. Try

to be calm." I  looked up at Mum, removing a polo
from its packet and placing it inside my mouth. My
hands were slowly calming, but they were still a bit
shaky. We  walked down that corridor for what
seemed like the hundredth time and knocked on Dr
Miles' door.

"Come on in," we heard a voice say. I t  wasn't
Dr Miles' voice, it was a man's voice. We entered.
"Ah, Vada, I'm Dr Roberts, please have a seat."
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Why in the world was another doctor there. I felt all
confused and felt another headache coming on.

"Hi, sorry to rush you in," Dr Miles said in a nice
and friendly way.

"No problem, but what's happened?" Mum
asked eagerly.

"We have been studying your results from your
last treatment and have got some good news for
you," Dr Miles said.

"Is it shrinking?" I asked happily on hearing the
news was good.

"We are quite amazed and stunned, but this can
happen. We have had it checked by several other
doctors, and have even had a specialist from the
USA check it over," Dr Roberts went on.

"What is it, tell us?" Mum asked.
"We cannot find any trace of your tumour. It has

totally disappeared." Dr Miles smiled.
"But that's impossible," I  said, thinking i t

couldn't be true.
"It can happen, and when it does, it is nothing

but a miracle. We are not joking, Vada. It  is great
news." I  sat for a couple of seconds, stunned - but
overjoyed. I t  now made sense why I had been
feeling a bit better, my tumour had gone.

"That is wonderful! Thank you very much,"
Mum said, getting up and shaking hands with both
doctors.
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"I will need you to come back in three months'
time for a check up," Dr Miles said. "But until then I
won't need to see you unless you have a problem."
My mouth hung open as I shook their hands and
left. Mum and I walked down the corridor and at
the door I stopped, realising what had happened. I
was better, totally better. I  started to cry.

"Vada?" Mum asked.
"I can't believe it, Mum. I  am better." Mum just

smiled and hugged me, really tightly.
"I know Vada, it's wonderful."
As we drove home I thought about this morning,

how my curate had prayed with me.
"God certainly works fast, doesn't he?" I said to

Mum. "He's performed a miracle in front of my
very own eyes."

"Yes, it's amazing," she answered. "But he has
always been there".

"I know, I know he has."
I'd finished the journey. I wasn't just taking a

rest, but I had actually finished. There is no more
uncertainty, or pain. Its over.. I can't quite grasp it.
It doesn't seem real. I still feel like the same old
Vada, but just lighter, as if a very heavy weight has
been lifted from my shoulders. It's been hard this,
so hard I didn't think I was strong enough to get this
far, but getting to the end, I see how much I have
grown, and how_much I have learnt about myself. I
couldn't have been this strong without the strength
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of the people around me, and of course, my best
friend Jesus. This race has been run. This day has
ended, but there are more to come, and I can wake
up tomorrow knowing how lucky I  am, and
knowing I have the strength to face it.
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